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Committee meets with students, deans

Committee
•
remmns
the same

Students
make list

Deans look
to future

By JENNY WOHLLEB

By JENNY WOHLLEB

Edltor-ln·Chlef

'Editor-In-Chief

Edltor·ln·Chlef

The search for the next president of Murray State
University continued ·Tuesday
night when the selection committee met with a group of
approximately 40 students to
hear their wish-list.
The characteristics students
named were similiar to those
given by the faculty last week.
Students were slow to start
speaking until Sid Easley,
chairman of the committee,
started the discussion.
The first criteria mentioned
was accessibility.
One student said the president should be able to deal
effectively with the faculty
and staff and should be someone students can talk with.
Ty Hiter, senior recreational
major from Benton, said he
would like to see the president
on campus more.
~aybe he could stop a couple of students and talk with
them," he said. "He could find
out what is going on. The president shouldn't go out because
he has to, he should want to.
He should have fun with his
job."
Mark Miller, junior biology
m~or from Calvert City, said
the president needs to be here
for the students and faculty.
"Maybe he could get

The selection committee also
met with a group of approximately 30 University Deans
Wednesday evening to gather
their criteria for a new president.
The commit t ee asked the
group what they thought
about bringing a consultant
to screen applicants.
James Booth, Provost and
Vice President of Academic
and Student Affairs, said
there were two advantages to
using a consultant.
"First, they gather a group
of viable useable pool of
applicants," he said. "Second,
they conduct a proper and
thorough search of their
backgrounds and credentials."
John Thompson, dean of
the college of business and
public affairs, said it would
be easier to let a consultant
screen applicants and narrow
the choice down to fonr or
five , but the Board should
check the consultants work
carefully.
Gaey Hunt, dean of the college of fme arts and communication, said the committee

Although the selection committee appointed by the Board
of Regents has been meeting
with different constituencies
on campus, they decided not to
add additional members.
James Butts, chairman of
the Board of Regents , said
they made the decision after
speaking with people who had
been on previous search committees.
"I read things, listened to
tapes, " Butts said, •And the
common thread Jinking everything together was to keep it
small.
"I choose five individuals
who could give the necessary
time."
Butta said the committee
members are representative of
the campus community.
"There is a representative
from the faculty, a representative from the students," he
said. "Mrs. Ford has been an
educator all her life. Wells
Lovett has deep roots in
Murray, and Sid Easley is
from Murray."
Butts said after the decision
was made they stuck with it.
He said the Board should take
responsibilty for choosing the
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Brantley Gilmer, sophomore advertising major from New Madrid, Mo., told the
presidential search committee what he was looking for In a president as Paul Cartee,
far left, and Brum Kassing looked on. More than 40 students met with the committee
Wednesday night.

involved with the student
organizations," Miller said.
David Steinberger, senior
music major from Louisville,
said he could not cite criteria
for a president unless he knew
what the job of the president
was.
"I don't even understand
what the president does," he
said. "What experience does he

need? I don't know what I
want if I don't know what he
does."
Easley broke down the role
of the President as being similiar to that of a CEO of a company.
Many of the students said
the president lhould 'have an
understanding of the Greek
system because a majority of

the students who are Greek
are involved in many of the
organizations on campus.
Alicia Bigham, president of
the Black Student Council ,
said the president needs to be
interested in minority groups.
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By JENNY WOHLLEB

Administrator leaves Murray Symbol burns over summer
Don Kassing accepts job offer at San Jose State
By JENNY WOHLLEB
Ecitor-U1-Chlef

A trend seems to be starting
with administrators leaving
Murray State.
Murray will soon be losing
Don Kassing, vice-president of
University relations and
administrative services at the
end of October.
Kassing accepted a job offer
from San Jose State in
California: He will be the vice
president of administration.
Kassing said his new job will
involve financial management
and
planning,
human
resources, public safety, facilities management, information
services, admissions and
recorda and institutional
research.
Kassing said this job is a
major career opportunity.
"San Jose State has 28,000
students," he said. ..It is part
of the California State
University system which has
over 350,000 students. San
Jose is the third largest university (of20) in the system."
Kassing said the location
played a part in his decision.
"San Jose State is in the

Don Kassing
Leaving for new positiOn

Silicon Valley," he said. "It is
the center of the information
technology world and that
made it very attractive to me."
However, Kassing said he
would miss how friendly
Murray is.
"'There is a feeling that you
get here," Kassing said. "There
are some neat kids here. And
the faculty members really
care about the students. I have
been lucky enough to work
with some good people.•
Kassing said he has had

many talented people to work
with in his two years at
Murray State and they deserve
much of the credit for the successes in his department. He
said his job was to help others.
'"It is what I can do to help
others get done what they need
to get done," he said. "That is
what the vice-president does."
Kassing said there have been
many projects he has been
proud to be involved with. He
said the Regional Special
Events Center fund-drive,
changes in health insurance on
campus and the opportunity to
help with computer system in
the library were some of the
things that came to mind.
Kassing said he was proud to
be able to work with President
RonaldJ. Kurth.
"I think an awful lot of Dr.
Kurth and the leadership he
has provided," he said. ~e has
always been there on the tough
issues. You appreciate that
when you are a vice president.
He backs you up."

Gender Comparison • • • • • • • • -
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Help Wanted
Female (29.0%)

Male (71 .0%)

--

One of Murray State's oldest
traditions is about to come to
an end. The shoe tree, ...vhich
many dedicated lovers have
hung their shoes on to show
their unity to each other , was
set on fire this summer.
The tree, located in the
Quad, represents the love of
generations of Murray State
students and is now charred
and slowly deteriorating. •
Was the tree done in by a
tortured soul who lost in love ?
Joe Green, associate director of public safety said that
after the fire was extinguished
there were few leads to go on.
"We had some theories about
what may have caused the fire
but they were never proven,"
Green said.
Wayne Harper, assistant
director of the physical plant,
said the tree has been in a
state of decline for years.
"The tree is probably beyond
help, as for trying to revive it.
We've tried to fertilize it,"
Harper said.
flllotlly MEUUA FARNUM
Harper said the tree was The Shoe Tree, a campus landmark, was mysteriously burned
planted in about 1926, when over the summer. For decades, the tree has been a symbol for
Wilson Hall was built .
couples who met and fell in love at Murray State.
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Full-time faculty by gender 1992-1993:

Iowa: MIU FACT BOOK

BY PAM DIXON
Staff Writer

With administrative vacancies springing up
on a seemingly weekly basis, it is important that
students know how the University system works .
The 1993·94 academic year is already proving to be one of change. And though Murray
State's administrators may come and go, their
basic job descriptions remain.
Outlined is a general overview of several
importantfigures atthe University and a peek at
how they affect our lives.
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Safety week

Index

Safety and Security Awareness Week,
sponsored by the Murray State housing
office, will be Sept. 20-25. VestaOkoye,
coordinator of residence hall judicial
affairs, said the week is designated to
make students. faculty and staff aware
of safety on campus.
Among other things, Safety and Security Awareness Week discourages walking alone in dark areas of campus, not
locking residence hall doors when leaving and drinking and driving. Okoye
said all residence hall rooms will undergo safety inspections, but not without the presence of the resident.
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BULLETIN BOARD
Friday, Sept. 17

Vancouver conference

• ;Men'• Golf- McDonald'a/Murray State Intercollegiate; at MSU, Sept. 1718.
• Prop-am· "Ceildh," 7:30p.m . at Wrather West Kentucky Muaeum
Auditorium. Tickets $2.

Dr. Lila Waldman, assistant professor of office systems and
business education at Mu.rray State University, recently served
as a U.S. delegate to an international conference in Vancouver,
British Columbia, Canada.
Waldman, who has been an employee at Murray State since
1992, was one of 42 voting delegates selected from the U.S.A
Chapter to attend the international conference.
The Vancouver conference focused on Canada's educational
system, its economy, international trade and culture.
Presentations were also given by representatives from other
nations.

Saturday, Sept. 18
• Football- MSU va. Southeaat Missouri State Univeraity, 7:30p.m., at the
Roy Stewart Stadium.
• Fair - Scottish Heritage Fair, 10 a.m. • 5 p.m. at Murray-Callaway County
Park. Tickets $3, children 10 and under free.
• DecUcatiou- Dedication of the Freed M. Curd Auditorium, 3 p.m., in the
Martha Layne Collina Center.
• BaDda ·River Rock '93, 1 - 8 p.m. at -J>ort ol Call" bar in Paducah.
Featuring banda from Kentucky, lllino~ and Missouri.

Virgin Island conference
Dr. Concetta Culliver, director ofMurray State's criminal justice program, led a conference in the Virgin Islands in May.
The theme for the conference 'Was •special Educators as
Leaders in the Reform Movement: Meeting the Challenge for
Shared Governance Between Regular and Special Education in
Achieving the Year 2000 Agenda."
Culliver has worked in the Virgin Islands previously, serving
as supervisor of the special education program of the Virgin
Islands. She also coordinated Mental Health Week and American
Education Week in the Virgin Islands.

Sunday, Sept. 19
• Service - "Kirkin' o' the Tartana, 1 p.m . at Fint Presbyterian Cburch.

Monday, Sept. 20
• Interview- Walt Disney World, 6 p.m ., in the Industry and Technology
Building. Co-op opportunity for Spring '94. Alllll.ll,jore welcome.

Tuesday, Sept. 21

Annual Graduate School Fair
The 6th Annual Graduate School Fair in Science and
Engineering will be held at Argonne National Laboratory on
Saturday, October 2, 1993. The fair is intended to help undergraduates find answers to the questions they have about graduate school and to help them locate the graduate programs which
best meet their needs and interests.
The Fair is free of charge to all students in colleges and universities throughout the Midwest, and will give students the opportunity to meet, one-on-one, with faculty representatives from
approximately 150 of the finest graduate programs in the country. Over 700 students attended last year's Fair.
Argonne National Laboratory, a Department of Energy
Facility, is located 25 miles southwest of Chicago and can be
reached by taking Interstate 55 West past the 294 Tri-State
Tollway to the Case Avenue South exit. The morning presentations will begin at 9 a.m. Discussions with the faculty representatives and tours of Argonne research facilities will start at 10
a.m. and conclude at 3 p.m.
For more information or a list of the university graduate
departments attending the fair, write or call Ms. Carol Reynolds,
Division of Educational Programs, Argonne National Laboratory,
Argonne, Illinois (708-252-5767).

1994BSN
STUDENTS
Enter the Air Force immediately after
graduation-without waiting for the results of your State Boards. You can earn
great benefits as an Air Force nurse officer.
And if selected during your senior year, you
may qulify for a five-month internship at a
major Air Force medical facility. To apply,
you'll need an overall2.50 GPA Serve your
country while you serve your career.

USAF HEALTH PROFESSIONS
TOLL FREE
1-800-423-USAF
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• VoDeyball- Evanaville University, 7 p.m. It MSU.

JUST HORSING AROUND

Wfednesday,Sept.22

Dunker entertains football fans at the first home game as
Steve Parker of the Murray Ledger and Times.

• x....t Day· Lut Day to remove a grade ofT' that waa received during the
laat term enrollecl
• Movie- "The Bodyguard," 7 and 9:30 p.m. in the Cunia Center Theater.
• Interview- Lady Foot Loc:kac, for Buame., Fashion Mercbandiaing,
Marketing and Management me,jora.
• AccoUDtm, Mlt,ion -Data sheet.a and reeumea due in Placement Oftice
for prascreeniDg by Price Waterhouse; 8.0 GPA is required.
• Art· Baccalaureate Exhibition by Eddie Eberhardt, Eagle Gallery,

Mexico Seminars
Murray State University will be the site of one of four
University of Kentucky seminars on exporting Kentucky farm
products to Mexico. The Oct. 1 seminar will begin at 9 a.m. and
last until 3:30 p.m.
"Mexico is the third largest importer of U.S. agricultural products and is poised to grow further in the years ahead," said Mike
Reed, director ofUK's Center for Agricultural Export
Development.
Besides Mu.rray, the seminar will be held Sept. 28 in
Lexington, Sept. 29 in Louisville and Sept. 80 in Owensboro. Preregistration and a $35 fee are required. To register, wirte the
Center for Agricultural Exprot Development, 300 Bradley Hall,
University of Kentucky, Lexington, Ky. 40506.

Thursday,Sept.23
• Meeting- A.AJN.A. "University Group," Alcohol and Narcotics Abuse
Support Organization meets every Thursday at 6:30 p.m. iD the Cunis
Center Ohio Room.
• Movie- "Raise the Red Lantern," 7:30 p.m. in the Cunia Center Theater,
Sept. 23 • 24.
• Open Hou.ee • Open House for MSU Dance Theater Company, 4 - 5 p.m.
at Carr Health Building room 208.
• Concert· Imperial& in concert at Curris C10ter Ballroom, 8 p.m. Tickets
an $2. Call753-9786 for more in!ormation.

••

PITTMAN WHEEL
ALIGNMENT
Tires

Struts
Brakes

Shocks
Alignments

Over 20 years at same location.
Quality work at fair prices.

408 N. 4th St.
Murray, KY 42071
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Repair
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(502) 753-8346
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Friends and alumni may subscrlbe to
..,., Murray Stm News by contacting Dr.
Ann lan<lnl at 762..,.479 or Orville
Herndon at 762·4491. A one year
subscription Is $10 payable In advance.
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of your life.
Your hair ~.:en look
sun kissed and
sensational In
minutes with
dazzling highlights
blended in . Our
matrix Essentials
techniques a re
gentle and always
leave your hair
Call Today. Look
unforgettable
t om orro w!

(502) 753·0882
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10 a.m. - 5 p.m. Tuesday - Friday
10 a.m.- 2 p.m. saturday or later by appt.
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OMEGA,

Greek Leadership Honor Society,
is now accepting applications for
membership for the Fall of 1993. The
following criteria must be met prior to the
consideration of an application:

Tllis newspaper Is printed Ofl recycled
newsprint at The Murray Lldglr & TTmn,
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• Recital • Faculty Scholarship Benefit Reclal (Dean'a Seriea Event),
Farrell Recital Hall.
• Movie- '"l'he Bodyguard," 9:30p.m. in the Curria Center Theater.

Ptloto tumlllltd by .lud Ctok

If you have any questions, contact Ross Meloan at 762-2906 or Jay
Morgan at 753-2369.
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MSU rated lower than national norm
Above satisfactory rating not enough to con1pare with others
By KELLY MENSER
N~

Ecttor

Murray State University is
not u good as other schools.
At least that's what last
year's students said.
According to results of an
ACT Student Opinion Survey
administered last year, Murray
State University students
rated the overall environment
here significantly lower than
students on other similar campuses in the national sample.
The Center for Counseling and
Testing released the information last week.
Despite the indications, Don
Robertson, associate vice president for student affairs, said
the results do not necessarily
show that MSU students are
dissatisfied.
In fact, students surveyed
· indicated an above-satisfactory
rating of 3.82 on a 1 to 5 acale
for the University as a whole.
However, students at similar
universities ranked their
schools higher.
In all, five Murray State
areas were rated higher than
the national average, 26 were
rated about the same and 10

were lower than average.
The highest rated response
was 4.08 and showed that
MSU students were greatly
satisfied with class size.
Students were least satisfied
with purposes for which student fees are used, which
received a 2.27 average rating.
Though MSU students rated
many other areas lower than
did students at other universities, Bill Allbritten, director of
MSU counseling and testing,
said only very few categories
received a below satisfactory
level rating.
Along with student fee pur'poses, these include residence
hall regulations and rules, general registration procedures
and the availability of courses
when students want them.
Robertson said the specific
areas that were cited as being
less satisfactory here than
elsewhere may be reflections of
the problems facing the
University in the last few
years. Among these may be
budget cuts, registration processes and food services.
Allbritten also admitted the
possible relationship between

the University's agenda and
survey results.
"There's a lot of stress in
your professional and non-professional working populations
at Murray State," Allbritten
said. "The budget cuts are taking a toll and I think we would
fool ourselves if we didn't see
morale issues reflected in the
classrooms and in relat ionships between non-t eachin g
staff and studJnts."
Robertson said several programs have been implemented
that address some of the lowerranking cat egories. T h ese
include expanding visiting
hours in residence h a lls,
impending telephone registration and minority programs.
Also released from the counseling and testing center were
results concerning stu den ts
who withdraw from MSU during the semester.
Those students indicated two
job-related reasons for leaving:
to get ajvb or for more flexibility in terms of juggling family,
job and edu cational responsibilities.
Allbritten said these findings
go along with the opinion sur-

Student Opinion Survey - •
Murray State University students rated the following items in
comparison with similar universities:
More Favorable:
Campus bookstore
Class size
Availability of financial aid information prior to enrolling
Classroom facilities
Availability of student housing
Less Favorable:
General condition of buildings and grounds
Attitude of faculty toward students
Residence hall rules and regulations
Purposes for which student activity fees are used
Athletic facilities
Billing and fee payment procedures
Opportuoity for involvement in campus activities
Availability of courses when students want to take them
Graphic by Denise Null

vey's results indicating dissatisfaction with opportunity for
involvement on campus. He
said it iB not clear if the lack of
opportunity stems from having
too few organizations that the
students are interested in or
from the students' lack of time
to become involved.

"We don't lose students so
much because of grades,"
Allbritten said. "We lose them
so much because they don't see
the University as fitting into a
life plan. And if they engage
with the University in a number of aspects, we might keep
them longer."

1951 graduate receives state alumnus award
Base, Maryland .; and Homestead Air Force Base,
Retired U.S. Air Force Brigadier Gen. Mary A. Florida.
In 1977, Marsh became Commander of t h e 50th
Marsh, a 1951 graduate of Murray State University,
was recently selected as a recipient of the 1993 Combat Support Group at H ahn Air Force Base in
Germany. She was the .first woman commander of a
Out,tanding Alumnus of Kentucky (OAK) Award.
Marsh, a 1976 gr a duate of the National War combat support group at an operational fighter base.
In 1978, she was named Chief of Intelligence Plans
College at Washington, D.C., was honored by the
Kentucky Advocates for Higher Education Saturday Division of Headquarters, United States European
as having achieved national stature and reputation in · Command in Stuttgart, Germany.
her career.
In 1982, Marsh became director for manpower and
In addition, M arsh graduated from the T u ck personnel, J-1, Organization of the J oint Chiefs of
Executive Program at Dartmou th College. She has Staff at Washington, D.C. She was the first woman to
exhibited a lifetime affection for her alma mater and hold a directorship with the J oint Chiefs of Staff. In
has actively supported Murray State since grad¥a- 1983, she was promoted to brigadier general, making
tion.
her the fifth female line general in Air Force history.
During her military career, she served as chief of
Marsh is one of only t wo women to receive t h e
consolidated base personnel office management at Defense Distinguished Service Medal, and the only
Dyes Air Force Base in Texas; Andrews Air Force one to receive it before retirement. Among other
Staff report

awards, she also received the Bronze Star.
In 1985, MSU honored Marsh for her achievements
and her loYalty to the University by presenting her
with the Distinguished Alumnus Award.
Upon retiring in 1986, Marsh and her husband,
Halbert G: Marsh, U.S. Air Force, moved to Schertz,
Texas. They now reside in San Antonio where Marsh
is serving her third term as a member of the Schertz
City Council. She iB a charter member of the Schertz
Economic Development Task Force and a member of
the Schertz Business Association.
Murray State President Ronald J . Kurth said
Marsh has been a loyal alumna ofMSU with a consistent record of donations to the University.
He said Marsh's record of professional achievement
and dedicated service is a source of great pride to
Murray State.

Three lET
programs
reaccredited
By ANN MARIE SMEDLEY
Staff Writer

Three programs in the
department of industrial
and engineering technology have been reaccredited.
These programs are
civil engineering technology, electrical engineering technology, and manufacturing engineering
technology.
•Accrediting means we
have been reviewed by
our peers for quality programming," said Paul
MeNeary, chair of the
department.
The programs were
accredited
by
the
Technology Accredidation
Commission of the
Association of the Board
for Engineering and
Technology, or TACABET. It is the only recognized accrediting body
for engineering technology.
McNeary said reaccreditation was not only an
endorsement of the engineering programs , but
also an endorsement of
Murray State University.
Marlin Greer, director
of electrical engineering,
said even if employers do
not know of Murray
State, accreditation lets
them know that we have
an excellent program.
MeNeary said the programs had to reach various standards to obtain
reaccreditation. He said
the last reaccreditation
proce88 was in 1989.
Coordinators for the
engineering technology
programs are : Bill,
Whittaker, civil; Jim
Benson, manufacturing;
and Greer, electricaL

With these, you
With - -.,.,.' you
can save for years. cansave · t

Apple MacinklSh Color
Classic• 4/trJ, Buill-in 1(J' Color
MoniJor &Apele Keyboard ll.
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Apple MacinJosh
LC JJ/4/WJ, Apple Basic Color
Monitor & JI{Jple Keyboard II.
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JI{Jple PowerBook"'
1458 4180, Buill·inXeyboard
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$1342
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e
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Students deserve
say in MSU's future

I

The selection process for a new president will
be an important one to everyone associated with
MSU. When we say everyone, we mean students,
faculty and staff.
The Board of Regents will make the decision.
The Search Committee,which is made up of five
Regents, two of whom are the faculty and student
regents, chose not to add members from groups
on campus although requests were made to do so.
These five will be the only ones deciding who will
be our new president.
The Search Committee will meet with different
constituencies on campus to hear their wish-lists
for a new president. However, this does not
guarantee the wishes will be considered when it
is time for the final decision to be made.
It is not right that the ideas and feelings of the
entire MSU population will be represented by
five persons, three of whom do not have to deal
with the daily consequences of their decisions.
Decisions made by the Board affect students
everyday. We have to live with the effects of the
decisions made for us. We are on campus daily.
We take courses here. We interact with the
faculty and staff regularly.
We realize the Board is within its legal rights to
keep the search committee limited to Regents .
However, we feel that the students, faculty and
staff deserve a voice in such an important matter.
These thre.e groups are the ones who are directly
affected by the caliber of leadership on this
campus. If the president is not a strong one, we
are the ones who will suffer.

Historic love tree may
soon shed its 'soles'

.

As freshmen at summer orientation,we were
told about the Shoe Tree. Among the recruitment
tactics tried that weekend, showing students the
the tree and telling them others had met here
and fallen in love, was one of the most effective
public relations moves made.
The Shoe Tree has not only been good publicity
for MSU, but it has been a great conversation
piece. Above all, the Shoe Tree has been a
landmark on this campus. Unfortunately, it will
probably not be around much longer. It is in
terrible condition-splitting, black and dry.
It is quite unfortunate that an irreplaceable
elment of our university heritage is dying.
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Bag-o-condoms
offers no help
to sore ankles
Picture it: a woman in pain
limps across campus as blood
oozes from her ankles.
Her only comfort and driving
force is knowing that once she
makes it to Student Health.
she can obtain some band aids
and still make it on time to
her next class, despite the
obvious agony and despair her
new shoes have caused her.
During the first week of
school, I played this poor,
piti&l role.
U:afortunately, the situation
did not have as happy an
ending as I had hoped.
I made it to Student Health,
but 1did not get the band aids.
When I asked for the
bandages, the desk worker
said I would have to fill out
some forms and see a nurse
who would decide if I needed
trealment.
With my bleeding ankles, I
turmd and walked away, •
reaming I could not even fill
out 1he form before class.
.AJJ I was leaving, I noticed
several paper bags on a table.
These, I learned, are filled
with condoms and are
avlillable to any student
without registering or seeing a
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Area individual supports
Kurth, calls for 'U'nity
Dear Editor:
I would like to offer my
opinions in view of the firing of
Dr. Kurth at Murray State.
Regent Lovett stated that
MSU needs a person of
"unimpeachable character' and
a "stomach for the work."
I feel that Dr. Kurth's
character is "unimpeachable."
Anyone who was the Russian
Consulate, President of the
Naval War College and a RearAdmiral in the Navy surely
has the "stomach" for any job.
Dr. Kurth's firing is the third
presidential firing in eleven
ye~ at MSU. Other meanings

for impeachable include Tennessee, California, Florida,
accuse, charge, incriminate, Texas , et al for further
indict, challenge, criticize or to examples (UT Martin, UT
impugn. In turn, no one will Knoxville ,
UCLA,
UF
ever meet the criteria of Gainsville, UT San Antonio,
"unimpeachable" as set forth etc.).
by the Murray State "locals .~~
I say do away with the local
They now have lost the right to regents as "ignorance never
proclaim themselves as the ceases to amaze me ."
"Harvard of the South."
Furthermore, it's a shame that
It's now time for all regional "ignorance isn't painful." If it
universities to be put under were, there would be a lot of
one state flagship university. suffering in Murray.
The University of Kentucky at
1
Murray has a nice ring to it.
Sincerely,
UK Richmond (EKU my alma
M. Gordon
mater) , UK Morehead, etc .
Calvert City
Look to the states of
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Dear Editor:
secretaries and office managers, then maybe a
I'm writing this letter in support of Dr. Kurth. good-old-boy could do the job well.
I'm sorry and embarrassed that the Board of
He could go have coffee with the boys every
Regents decided to let him go because he didn't morning and make everybody happy by nodding
mix with the community or because of his his head and smiling all the time.
forceful personality (at least these are reasons
But Murray State University is not a
I've read about).
community college. MSU is a UNIVERSITY, at
I don't think the ability to mix with the least that's why I'm paying hard-earned money
community should have anything to do with to be here.
how a university president is judged.
If the Board of Regents had any truly
Students go to a university to reach beyond legitimate reasons for not renewing Dr. Kurth's
their communities.
contract, I think they should let everyone know
They want to become universal in knowledge of those reasons.
Sincerely,
and experience.
A university president should think
Taylor Carlisle
universally, as I think Dr. Kurth does.
Graduate Student
If this school was Murray Community College,
English Department
a two-year school that trained mostly

The Murray State News welcomes
letters to the editor. The deadline for
submission is 4 p.m. on the Monday
prior to Friday's paper. Letters are
published as space allows. The News
reserves the right to edit letters to
conform with style and special
considerations. All letters should be
typed and double-spaced and should
not run more than 300 words. All letters
must be signed and include the writer's

-

)

---------

address, classification or title and phone
number for verification. Letters signed by
more than one person may be printed at
the staff's discretion. All letters printed
will be on file at The News office for public
inspection.
The News also encourages submission
ofcommentaries. All ofthe guildlines stated
above apply to commentaries which will be
accompanied by photos scheduled upon
receipt of the text.

I oonsidered taking a bag
and taping the condoms to my
~s. but I decided not to.
Since that time, I have tried
to rationalize why I must see a
nurse to obtain a common
medical item such as a band
aid when my bleeding feet
bear witness of my need, but I
could grab not just one or two,
but several condoms with no
guarantee that I would use
them.
After all, the two items do
shat"e certain similarities. For
instance, both are made of a
stretchy, rubber material.
Aleo, both help capture
fluids and stop the spread of

infection.
I realize even common
medications such as aepiri.Q.
may be harmful to some
people and, therefore, cannot
just be handed out without
reason.
However, I seriously doubt
that the application of
untainted band aids has
resulted in too many deaths.
Also, I suppose one could
argue that giving band aids to
whomever comes along could
prove to be wasteful.
However, as I have already
noted, there is no guarantee
that the bagful of condoms will
be used, and it is more readily
evident whether a student
needs a bandage.
I am not proposing that
condoms should not be
available to students as they
now are; that would be the
subject of another
commentary.
What I am suggesting is
that some common sense be
used in the dissemination of
band aids.
In making my suggestion, I
realize Student Health is not
at fault and I place blame only
on those higher beings who
would restrict the actions of
our beloved nurses at Murray
State.
As a student of this fine
University, I encourage our
health services to take a stand
against whatever law or code
may be barring them from the
free distribution of nonsexually associated bandages
and help aching ankles across
can1pus and elsewhere in theworld.

lbe Murray

September 17, 1993
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Hierarchy of the higher-ups
By KELLY MENSER

Regents sit on top
administrative rung
Believe it or not, the Murray
State University Board of
Regents has more powers than
just renewing (or not
renewing) the president's
contract.
According to the Faculty
Handbook, the group is
specifically empowered "to
receive and expend money for
the use and benefit of the
university; to adopt bylaws,
rules and regulations affecting
its members and employees; to
determine the organizational
structure of the institution;
and to grant diplomas and
confer degrees."
The Handbook continues: jito
maintain exclusive jurisdiction
over
appointments,
qualifications, salaries and
compensations, promotions,
and all official relations of
employees; to acquire and sell
property; and to hold other
powers necessary for the
operation of the University."
Exercising these rights for
the 1993-94 academic year are
James Butts, chairman; Sid
Easley, vice chairman; G.

James Butts
Chairman, Board of Regents

Arlivia Gamble; Beverly Ford;
Brian Van Horn, student
regent; Wells Lovett, Frank
Julian, faculty regent; Vuginia
Strohecker; Robert Matthews;
and Phillip Lanier.
But before regents can use
their powers, they must be
selected for the Board.
By law, eight regents for the
University are nominated by
the
Governor's
Higher
Education
Nominating
Commitee and appointed to
six-year terms by the governor.
The nominating committee

solicits names from the
Pritchard Committee, a group
that studies higher education
institutions.
In addition to these eight, a
faculty regent is selected for a
three-year term by faculty
members who have the rank of
assistant, associate or full
professor. Also, the student
body elects the Student
Government
Association
president who serves a oneyear term as the student
regent, bringing the number of
Board members to 10.
The Board meets quarterly
to decide policies for all aspects
of the University. At the first
of the Board's regular
meetings, members select a
chairman, who then appoints
regents to various standing
committees.
Individual committees are
concerned with academic
affairs, athletic, finance and
audit, buildings and grounds
and student life. Groups and
offices relating to those areas
may submit proposals through
their respective committees.
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affairs, Don Robertson.
Robertson said the idea behind student
affairs is improving. campus life outside
the classroom, which, he said, is where
students spend most of their time.
"We're sort of the social conscience for
the campus within terms of diversity
issues: he said. "'The bottom line is that
we're all about students.•
Issues not directly related to academics
or students are addressed by the vice
president for University relations and
administrative services, a position that
will be filled by Don Kassing until Nov. 1.
This vice president provides direction for
the University's external initiatives, its
relations with its many constituencies and
its development plan; oversees design and
construction of major physical plant
improvements; serves as treasurer of the
Board of Regents; and is responsible for
the administration of several University
units.

President must
answer to all
The eventual goal of the
efforts of the recently
appointed Presidential
Search Committee will be to
select a new chief executive
officer of the University.
Though individual styles
of governing may differ, any
president will have certain
responsibilities to the Board
of Regents.
Along with his obligations
to the Board, MSU
President Ronald J. Kurth
said he is also responsible to
several other people- more
than 8,000 of them, in fact.
"First, there are the
students,• Kurth said. "'
must be concerned with the
quality of education they
can receive.
-rhen there is the faculty.
I must support them and try
to influence the Board of
Regents to reward the
faculty for a job well done,"
he said.
Among the president's
other constituents are the
vice presidents, alumni
association, friends of the
University and the
community.
To understand the needs
of his diverse constituency,
the president meets with
various University groups.
He can then relay

information to the Board
and consult with members
concerning policy issues
facing the University.
Among these groups is the
president's Cabinet, which
is composed of the provost
and vice president for
academic and student
affairs, vice president for
University relations and
administrative services,
associate vice president for
student affairs,
administrative assistant,
asaistant to the president
and University attorney.
Don Robertson, associate
vice president for student
affairs, said he and other
Cabinet members inform
the president of the needs
plans of their respective
areas, offering the chief
executive yet another source
of input.
On a day-to-day basis, the
president will mf>f!t with any
n~rofgroupson

campus or with those
outside the Murray State
community who may affect
the University. Meetings
with community members
and state government
officials are among the
president's external areas of
coverage.

Administrative assistant plays variety of 'hidden' roles
incoming mail and works with the president's
executive secretary on scheduling matters.
Additionally, be said be helps put together ideas
for Kurth's speeches and works on special research
projects on the history of the University and
Coley Bradley knows what being behind the scenes expenditures.
is all about.
"I do a lot of odd jobs," Bradley said. "I kind of have
As administrative assistant to Murray State the routine events I do for the president, but I work
University's president, Bradley performs several on special projects, too."
very important tasks, but remains somewhat in the
Though it makes for a busy day, Bradley said he
shadows.
does not mind being pulled in so many directions.
Among his responsibilities, the administrative
"It's a very interesting job," he said. "It's kind of a
assistant conducts correspondence for the president grab bag of the things that need to be done for the
in response to such items as invitations, directs president's office.•

Bradley cherishes busy
position in president's office

LJ
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• Offices under Vlce President for University Relatlcms and Admlnlstratlvf! .
Servl~es·:lntlude: 8r~athi1t Veterinary Center, Natjprtal ScoytiOO.·MuS'eum. . .it:;:,.
oevJibpirl~fit and A1olnnt Affairs; M~rketing and Pcibtic Relatiop~;· personoel''~ijiVlces.

president and president. In addition, he
has a primary role in decisions concerning
academic hiring, awarding and funding
graduate assistantships, awarding and
funding professional leaves, awarding
tenure,
promoting faculty and
determining salaries.
The Faculty Handbook says the Office of
Student Affairs is designed ~ create and
support an environment that will promote
the growth and development of students
and facilitate the process of learning. •
The Handbook continues, "Recognizing
that each student is a complex individual
having different interests and needs,
student affairs staff work actively to
develop programs and services whereby
students are assisted to incorporate
information and experiences into their
lives from the time they enter until
graduation.,
Student affairs offices report directly to
the associate vice president for student

I

,. l~~~rcolleglate.
1

Provost, vice presidents take
care of MSU's daily operations
Ideally, when you have a concern, you
could call Board of Regents Chairman
James Butts.
However, to avoid a long-distance phone
call to Fulton, you would probably go to a
department head, your resident adviser or
someone else one step up from you on the
University chain of command.
With the many concerns students,
faculty and staff have, it is necessary to
have a division of powers for the
continuing chain. At Murray State
University, this division rests under three
main offices; provost and vice president for
academic and student affairs, vice
president for University relations and
administrative services and associate vice
president for student affairs.
As provost, James Booth is the senior
officer and is responsible for much of the
day-to-day operation of the University.
According to the F.aculty Handbook,
duties of the provost include:
responsibility for academic leadership,
planning and program evaluation;
academic
budget
development;
administration of the academic
regulations and personnel policies; and
coordination of academic programs.
Additionally, the provost is acting
president in the absence of the president.
The Office of Academic Affairs
coordinates all University activities
relating to academics, handles
administrative communications with
faculty and students on a daily basis and
recommends to the president action for
conformity with the University's mission.
As vice president of the office, Booth
chairs the Academic Council and meets on
a regular basis with the deans, other vice

I

Like others at the University, Bradley was
affiliated with Murray State before he took his
current position.
He graduated with a bachelor's degree in science
from Murray State in 1986. Before being hired as the
president's adminstrative assistant in May of 1992,
Bradley was a graduate assistant in planning and
research for the University.
Bradley's counterparts in other University offices
include Barbara Rose, administrative assistant to
the provost and vice president for academic and
student affairs, and Sandra Rogers, administrative
assistant to the vice president for university
relations and administrative services.

A closer look at issues in the news
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Ca1npus still trying to meet ADA regulations
Despite the 1990 American Disabilities Act, Murray State may be found inaccessible by some
By ALUSON MILLIKAN
Aaaiat&nt New~~ Editor

Every day commuters can be
heard telling dreadful stories
about not fmding a place to
park or being caught out in the
rain. Every day students can
be overheard moaning that it
seemed the elevator would
never come or that the stairs
were so crowded between classes, someone nearly got knocked
down.
These complaints seem
minor when considering that
until as recently as three years
ago, many physically disabled
students could not even get to
some of their classes because of
the inaccessibility of some
buildings on Murray State
University's campus.
Velvet Wilson, director of
student support services, said
Murray State has 150 students
in its vocational rehabilitation
program. She said the program
is provided by a state agency
and trains students with disabilities for employment.
Charles Outland, assistant
director of the department for
facilities management, said
many changes have been made
on Murray's campus over the
put few yean to conform with
standarda eet by the American
Disabilities Act (ADA) ofl990.
Outland said every building
was analyzed using ADA
guidelines to identify problema.
He said making all buildings
accessible to those with
wheelchairs was a requirement of the ADA, as was
widening doors and elevators
. and making handicapped parking places a specific width so a
walkway would be present
between each space.
Signa were al.lo required for
handicapped parking spaces, to
make them more noticeable

Above, Tim Parker, freshman
accounting major from
Davenport, Iowa, and Steve
Svepakken, freshman mathematics major from Davenport,
Iowa, take advantage of the
new wheelchair ramp at Fast
Track which was built to
accommodate disabled students and help the University
reach compliance with the
ADA .Aiso part of MSU's
eftorts,Richard Ferguson of
the carpenter shop paves the
way for yet another sidewalk
masterpiece In front of Wilson
Hall. Programs for those wtth
other physical disabilities,
such as vision or hearing
Impairment, are also available
through various offices on
campus.

from a distance.
Proper signs also were
required to direct individuals
to ramps that lead to each
building. He said doors with
heavy pound pulls require
power assistance.
Additionally, Outland said
all residence halls are accessible t o students with disabilities . He said one room was
recently reconstructed to fit
the needs of a student.
Also under the ADA,
Outland said sidewalks with
half-inch to three-inch cracks
had to be rebuilt, curb cuts
have been made and some elevat or controls and towel dispensers have been lowered to
b etter
accommodate
wheelchair-bound students.
Despite these efforts, some
changes are s till needed at
MSU to make the campus
more accessible to physically
disabled students.
Wilson said modernized technology is constantly needed to
assist students. She said
Murray State's campus is relatively accessible except for a
few areas.
For instance, the elevator at
the Currie Center is too small
for some wheelchairs, so some
students in wheelchairs are
required to use the freight elevator.
Perry Pickett, junior advertising major from Bardwell, is
visually impaired. He said he
has encountered some small
problems while at MSU, but
most of them have been corrected.
Pickett, whose vision is
20/70, needs a closed circuit
device (CCD), a camera which
reads small type and projects
larger type onto a screen. He
said he does not need the ceo
for all materials, just for small
print like that found in a tele-

phoDe directory.
Pic:kett said the CCD at
Waterfield Library was outdated when he first came here,
but it has Iince been replaced.
Another problem Pickett had
with accessibility at MSU
aroee when h e began attending
a computer class in the
Business and Public Affairs
Building.

He said overhead projectors
are used by some instructors to
project a larger version of a
computer monitor onto a proj ection screen. Since he had
trouble reading the small type
on the screen, Pickett recommended that his professor get
a two-way splitter to allow the
data to continue being projected onto the screen and also
appear on a monitor at the student's desk.
A new monitor for the computer lab at Wilson Hall is also
on order so he can see better
while creating advertising projects.
Despite small inadequacies
in some classes, Pickett commended his instructors. He
said most instructors are quick
to offer large type materials if
he needs them.
Pickett said funding from
the government is essential to
make the campus totally accessible to phyajcally disabled students.
"We do everything we can do
with the money we have,"
Outland said. "But nobody is in
full compliance (with federal
regulations)."
Outland said the University
has applied for government
money which would be used for
reaching full compliance with
ADA regulations. He estimated
several million dollars would
be needed to comple~ the project.
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"Hand-patted Burgers Everyday"
Carry-outs Welcome

TakeAt The
Me
Back
Cafe
.
Caution Llghts-94 East
.

759-6425

Omicron

Delta

Kappa

?{ptional .Leatkrsfiip !Honer Society

Fall 1993
The membership committee of Omicron Delta Kappa is now
considering qualified students for membership. The preliminary
requirements which must be met for a student to be eligible for
consideration for election are:
A.
B.
C.
D.

Rank in the upper 35°/o of the class
Junior or Senior standing
One semester in residence at Murray State
Have attained special distinction in one or more of the five
phases of campus life
1. scholarship
2. athletics
3. social service and religious activities and campus government
4. journalism, speech and the mass media
5. creative and performing arts

Interested students should pick up an application form In Room 207 of the
Business Building, at the Information Desk in the Curris Center, at Or. Don
Robertson's office, or at your respective Dean's office.
All forms must be returned by Friday, Sept. 24, to Room 207 in the Business
Building.

..
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The Christie Cookie Company,
located in Hart Hall, is in search of
a male or female student
interested in selling and
merchandising Christie's Cookies.
For more information, contact Bill
Benrlter, Food Service Director, at

762-6990.
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SerVice act sparks reactions
By E.L. GOLO
Staff Writer

On Sept. 8, the U.S. Senate passed the
National Community and Service Trust
Act, a scaled down version of President
Clinton's national service progr~.
The $10.8 billion program Clinton prefferred as a central campaign issue was
trimmed to $1.5 billion by a Congress concerned about creating yet another federal
spending program.
Touted by the Clinton administration as
a domestic version of John F. Kennedy's
Peace Corps of the early 1960s, national
service would provide college graduates
with a job, health care, child day care and
more than $12,000 a year in living
expenses and tuition credit.
Payments and benefits could total
$15,000 per year per student.
Federal officials plan for the program to
be up and running by June 1994. Up to
20,000 people are expected to participate
in the program its first year, with increases to 33,000 and 4 7,000 in subsequent
years.
While in school, participants would
receive tuition grants of $4,725 per year

~~some

think that this is the start of
a program that could literally drain
the whole Department of
Education's budget."
.Johnny McDougal
Director, student financial aid

for a maximum of two years. In return for
each grant, they would have to work 1,700
national service hours after graduation.
While working, they would receive health
and child-care benefits and a living
allowance of at least $7,400.
"I think it's a good idea and has merit,"
said Lisa Kell, graduate student in education from Puryear, Tenn.
But like many Murray State students
who already have student loans to repay
and living expenses to meet, Kell said
national service work is not likely to be in
her future.
"'In my situation, I would have to make
more than national service would pay just

to pay the bills," Kell said.
She also sees the possibility of problems
with the program.
"Anytime the government doles out
money, it has the potential for abuses,"
she said. "And this may be taking away a
scholarship from someone who desperately needs it."
Kell's concerns were echoed by Johnny
McDougal, director of student financial
aid.
"The concern in the financial aid community is that this is a very expensive
program for the number of students it will
help," he said. "Some think that this is the
start of a program that could literally
drain the whole Department of
Education's budget."
McDougal said his office might use the
money more effectively in traditional
ways. "We could take that ($15,000) and
help probably eight or ten students,,. he
said.
It is unclear what type of work participants will perform. The Corporation for
National Service will oversee the program
and award grants to states and public and
non-profit organizations.

Loose rail on dorm
stairs injures student
•

Staff report

On Sept. 8, a Murray
State University student
incurred several minor
injuries when a Hart Hall
stairway railing collapsed,
causing him to fall.
Benjamin Lee, sophomore
agriculture major from
Utica, was taken by an eye
witness to Murray-Calloway
County Hospital, where he
was treated for broken and
sprained wrists after the
incident occurred at the
north end stairway of Hart
Hall.
Lee said the fall briefly
knocked him unconscious
and his thumb and forehead
were cut.
Paula Hulick, director of
MSU housing, said the rail
was reported to be loose

through a public safety
security guard on Sept. 7
and 8. She said facilities
management was notified
and planned to check into it.
Hulick said that following
the incident, facilities man·
agement evaluated the rails
in all four Hart Hall stairways and reinforced two of
them.
~s&dhisaUorneysoon

will meet with housing officials to discuss payment of
medical bills and other
damages incurred. Lee said
damage was done to jewelry, eye glasses and boots in
hie possession at the time of
the incident.
Lee was out of school
Sept. 9 and 10 because of
the accident. He returned to
school Monday with a cast.

Placement replaces one-on-one_process with group seminar
Cooperative education programs remain; registration
for placement 'simplified'
By MAGGIE CARTER
Staff Writer

The days of registering on your own at the
O.fijce of Cooperative Education and Placement
are over.
Now, to register, a student must enroll in the
newly created senior seminar to complete the
placement packet.
Despite the name of the class, Ross Meloan,
director of the office, said a student need not be
a senior to register. He said that was just the
name given to the program, but it will soon be
changed.
Meloan gave a basic reason for switching from

the individual process to a more group-oriented
"We are a service that provides students with mente have not changed, but the amount of
a repository for their credentials," Meloan said.
them have greatly increased.
system.
"Jobs are out there and placement can show
"In the past, students just came in and filled
Amy Rushing, senior organizational commuthe packets out, but by offering a class we are nication major from Paducah, worked at Walt you where," Meloan said.
assured that the packets will be filled out cor- Disney World in Orlando, Fla., this summer as
"We have at least 17 job opportunities for the
rectly,,. Meloan said.
part of the co-op program. She s&d she learned spring as of now,• Meloan said.
Another change in placement and co-op is the of the opportunity when Walt Disney World
Meloan said placement and co-op take stucombination of job fairs. Meloan s&d Murray employees came to Murray State to conduct dents beyond their IDBjora and show them many
State has gone from five job fairs to three.
interviews.
opportunities. He said graduates today are not
"Changes have been made because of the
"Co-op gives you an avenue to travel," just competing against other graduates, but
funds and the people," Meloan said.
Rushing said. "I got to travel for experience against those laid off, as well.
"We've had a decline in employers wanting to while working in merchandising in the Magic
"The days of slinging pizza and flipping burgcome to Murray State because of layoffs in their Kingdo~."
ers are over," Meloan said. "There's a lot of comown companies," Meloan said.
Rushing said she will go back to Walt Disney petition and with a little preparation, our stuMeloan said despite the changes in placement World over Christmas break. She said she dents can be light years ahead."
and co-op, the office is still one of the most encourages everyone to become involved in coMeloan said Careers 1994 from Atlanta, Ga.,
important ones on campus. He said the office is op and placement. ·
will visit campus in January for any intere~d
a student support service that provides stuMeloan said students need to take the time to senior graduating in May or December. For
dents with assistance in resume writing and obtain experience and must consider co-op. He those interested, the placement and cooperative
future job opportunities.
said the kinds of cooperative. education assign- education office is accepting resumes.

~ ~~~rr~~~~©~~~
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Murray State University
Winter Program

Dec. 27, 1993

•

Jan. 14, 1994

... Brussels, Belgium; Paris, France; Geneva,
Switzerland; Black Forest and Cologne, Germany;
Amsterdam, The Netherlands.
Interact with top level ~xecutives from ~uch organiz~ti.ons as
KPMG accounting f1rm, McCann-Enckson advert1s1ng
agency, Dupont, Swiss Bank Corporation, The Swatch
Company, Ford-Werke AG, Bayer AG and 5 others.
Earn 3 credit hours.

Find out more...

INFORMATIONAL MEETING
Wednesday, September 22
3:30p.m.
Room 404
Business Building
or
contact
Dr. Gary Brockway
Dept. of Mgt & Mkt

Dept. of lnd & Eng Tech

Phone 762-6202

Phone 762-6917

With Visa• you'll be ac;<:epted at more than I0 million
places, nearly three times more than American Express.
And that's not a rrusprint.

Visa. It's Everywhere You Want To Be~

Prof. James Benson

~.....................................................................................------------------------ t~M USA ~ 1~
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Honors Program

POUCEBEAT
September7
11 :00 a.m. - Public Safety officials filed report of a stolen light
blue, 1O·speed Murray bicycle last seen at Springer Hall.
4:38p.m . - No Injuries were reported In an auto accident behind
the General Services Building.
5:42p.m . - Grease fire at College Courts was reported. It was
extinguished by a resident.
7:39 p .m. - Tear gas substance was released in a hallway on the
fourth floor of Richmond Hall. Building was evacuated.

By KELLV MEN...:...S:....:E:.:.R.:..___ _ _
News Editor

September9
6:17 p .m. - MSU student Laura Shouse fell out of her vehicle at
the comer of 16th and Main streets after her door opened and she
reached out to close lt. The vehicle came to rest at the Alpha Tau
Omega house. She was transported to the Murray-Callaway County
Hospital by a nurse who was following her. She was treated and
released for minor scratches and pulled muscles.
10:31 p .m. -Report was flied at the Expo Center concerning a
horse trailer vandalism.
September 10
2:06 a.m. - Calloway District Jail advised that an MSU student
was arrested and lodged for DUI.
1:45 p .m . - MSU student was transported to Murray-Callaway
County Hospital for insulin shock.
September 11
1:20 p .m . - Public Safety received report of juveniles throwing
paint balls near the Curris Center. The juveniles were apprehended
and paint balls were confltcated.

Information for Police sui was gatlwmld and C!Jmp/led by Allison
Millikan, asslst8nt news .cJitor, fiQqt , . . , . ava/lablfl to the public
at the public~ offics and the ftfUrrilyPOIIce Depaltment.

~o

These days, the Murray
State University Honors
Program is intO more than just
books.
Plaster, paint, carpet and
unloaded cardboard boxes are
a few things on members'
agenda.
Previously located in room
308 Wilson Hall for the past
two years, the program moved
this summer to room 310
North of the Oakley Applied
Science Building.
Mark Malinausk.as, director
of the program, said he knew
the move waa coming, but he
was not sure when that time
would be . He said he was
informed that the Wilson Hall
office was needed for an incoming speech communication and
theater faculty member.
Malinauskas said some
kinks need to be worked out in
the office area itself.
For instance, because the
Honors Program does not have
a sign for the office and is not
listed on the applied science
'airectory at the building's

experts from all over the country will train 50
•
Murray State University has been awarded a people in the seven core concepts of mathemat$38,00 grant by the National Science ic a of the Kentucky Education Reform Act
Foundation and t he University of Kentucky (KERA).
Research Foundation to equip Kentucky middle
The tra.ining will take place at sessions during
sch ool mathematics teachers with new tech- the next two years. In addition to being taught
niques in education.
new 1tandards of KERA, teachers will also
Willis Johnson, associate profesaor of elemen- receive training in new techniques of problem
tary and secondary education at Murray state, solving and bandt-on approaches to education.
"We were awarded this grant because it (the
s aid the gr ant will fund a project in which

Plloto by BECKY YOUNGWERTH

The new spacious Honors Program office offers much room
for various activities, Including program council meetings.

front entrance, Malina u sk as
said very few people are aware
ofthe move.
Although the office still lacks
furnit ure, carpet and a fe w
other office su pply necessities,
there is one t hing in abundance - space.Malinauskas
said the room was once used
for draft ing classes, which
require large utility tables and
equipment. A roomy area was
needed for such bulky items.

Pfii{ rBryan

La'IIDdiY ~:···~ Jtb t

15% Off 'lJry Cfeaning

..

with coupon • expires: Sept. 30
Dry-cleantng a: Alterations

·Septem6er 19.

Monday-Saturday 8 :30 a .m.- 11 p .m.
Sunday 9 a.m.-1l p .m .

* Paid for by a few friends

Free Pick-up and Dellv;ery on Campus
759-2570

Royce Williams, Treasurer
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-where your ideas tum ro gold."
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IF YOU WANT ..TO MAKE IT
IN THE REAL WORLD,
SPEND A SEMESTER IN OURS

V ~~f&Hrf

WHFN: Tuesday, Sept. 21
6:00pm
WHERE: I & T Building
Collins Auditorium

•

7 p.m.-9 p.m.

T-SHIRT NIGHT
Your Breaktime BilliardsT-Shirt And
Shoot FREE!

THURSDAYS
7 p.m.
NIN~BALL TOURNAMENT

7 p.m.-9 p.m.

Atte ndance at tbls presentatio11
Is required to lnten •iewfor tbe
Spring '94 College ProgranL
Imen It'\\.' \\ 111 J)t' hdtl \\ I.'UOc:!'d:n·.
·

to :mend,

For more information
Contact: Cooperative Education
Departme nt
Phone: 762· 3375
<&> The Wale Disney Co.

New Student Rates NEW VIDEO GAMES!
$1.50 per hour
POOL TABLES!

TUESDAYS

Walt Disney World Co. representatives will be on campus to present
an information session fo r Undergrad uate Studen ts on che
Walt Disney W orld SPRING '94 College Program.

t>n~·ouraged

BAR!

Special Rates
Tuesday-Saturday 6 p.m. to 11 p.m. $4.50

World Co.

~cptt.·ml1t'r. .!.!. All ma1or.; ~rt:

BREAKTIME BILLIARDS

I

Hwy. 121 S. - 1 mile past
Kentucky/Tennessee state line

An Equal Opponunity Employer

Malinauskas said. "It's a lot
more convenient for students
to approach this office."
Lori Adams, administrative
secretary for the program, said
she also sees the move as a
positive step.
*The centr a l location is
great," Adams said. "It's more
convenient for students to drop
in on us, and that's what this
is all about.
"''ve seen more students in
the last t wo weeks t han I'd
seen in a good while," she said.
Josh Duvall, senior pre-vetmajor
from
erinary
Manch ester , Tenn., is one of
the mor e frequent visitors to
the office.
But Duvall said more than
t he locat ion of the Honors
Program h as changed this
year.
"' think it seems like there's
a resurgence of interest in the
program," he said.
Duvall said he is optimistic
about the organization's potential contr ibutions to the
University, citing the enthusiasm of the _large freshman
class.

semester progress reports.
Services are limited to only 160 students. In
order to participate in Student Suppor t
Services, st udents must met one of the following
criteria: be a first-generation student; needy of
fi n ancial ai d ; or has a physical disability.
Students must also demonstrate a reason for
their need of academic support.
Velvet Wils on is direct or of MSU's Student
Support Services.

Congratulations to

WASHERS! .75~

$'\00 \\tsnd 9f\t.e

All work and no play in the
n ew s pacious office would
make for a dull program. So,
Malinau skas said t he room
will be u s ed for Hon ors
Program student council mee~
ings, socials and just hanging
out.
Another inviting attribute of
t h e new office is its clos er
proximit y t o t h e r e sidence
halls on campus.
"I like the central location,"

project) was that unique to t h e country,"
Johnson said.
Also awarded to the University's S t udent
Support Services was a $142,776 grant by the
U.S. Department of Education for Sept. 1, 1993
through Aug. 31, 1994.
In addition to benefitting the services provided by the program, the quidelines of the grant
stipulate that program personnel must m onitor
students' academic work by sending m i d -

Murray Launiry Center

0:.:

on up

University from different sources

Staff report

Bel-Air Center South 12th Street

move~

New office offers space, convenience for members

SeptemberS
11 :27 a.m. - Music department reported theft of VCR.
2:51 p.m. - MSU student Ben Lee sustained minor Injuries when
he fell from flrst living level stairwell of Hart Hall when railing gave
way. Lee was taken to Murray-Callaway County Hospital by a friend.

Grants &w:srded

Murray State News

Ladies Night

SUNDAYS
2 p.m.
NINEBALL TOURNAMENT
Open All Week
Noon till Midnight (or later)
Dixieland Shopping Center
759-9303

Jennifer Langfo
&
0
Stacy Kern
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A wee bit o' heritage
University to ·celebrate its history this weekend
MSU, city look
to reinforce ties
to Scotland
By KRIS LAWRENCE
CafTl>US Ute Editor

"Murray is about as Scottish as you
can get."

This quote from Trudy Baker,
Murray State's special events
coordinator, best sums up the reasons
for hosting the Scottish Heritage
Festival this weekend.
Baker, the coordinator of Murray
State's Scottish Heritage Program,
said the key reason for the festival is
to educate people about their
heritage.
"You can go out and ask a number

of people 'What's your ethnic
background?' and they'll say 'I'm a
Southerner'," she said.
Baker said hopefully the festival
would enlighten some people, because
many people from the area are of
Scottish descent and just aren't aware
of it.
Another reason for the festival is a
little more direct.
Last year at the Murray Scottish
Clan Society's annual meeting in
Philadelphia, the city and university
were asked to host the 1994 meeting.
If that is a success, Baker said, the
society would want to hold it here
each year.
..For the university and the
community, this would really be a
coup," she said," not just economically
(but) also the visibility that it gives
the community."
Baker said the Festival is an

excellent public relations tool as there
are hundreds of thousands of
Murrays worldwide.
"All of these people have children,
and they'll all sooner or later
contemplate going to school
somewhere," she said. "We just see
that this is a great tool for student
recruitment."
President Ronald J. Kurth stresses
that the Festival is an event for
everyone.
''(The Festival) is not culturally
exclusive, it is culturally inclusive,"
he said. "Everybody can feel like they
belong, all you have to do is show an
interest."
For this year's festival, Baker is
expecting visitors from Canada, New
York, Pennsylvania, Virginia,
Georgia, Florida, Colorado and
Louisiana. Vendors will also be
coming from Tennessee, Illinois and

Ohio.
Despite the expected turnout, this
year's event is basically a tune-up for
next year's Festival. I n 1994, the
Festival will coincide with the Murray
Clan's annual meeting. The festival
will also be held in conjunction with
the city of Murray's sesquicentennial
"We decided we'd better get our feet
wet," Baker said. "We'd better figure
out what the problems are going to be
beforehand."
This year's Festival is being cosponsored by the Murray Caledonia
Society, a non-profit organization
open to anyone interested in
supporting Scottish heritage.
Baker, who is also the president of
the Caledonia Society, s aid t h e
interest in the Society helps explain
the reason for the Festival.
When the Baton Rouge, La. chapter
of the Caledonia Society was formed,

Festival offers
a variety of
things Scottish

By JENNIFER STEWART

The event kicks off at 7:30 Friday night
with the "Ceildh" (pronounced KAY-lee) at
the Wrather West Kentucky Museum.
The "Ceildh" offers a variety of events
including Scottish music, stories and
dancing. Performing at the "Ceildh" will be
Robert Valentine, Molly Ross and the
Murray State Concert Choir. Smithfield
Fair, a husband and wife team, will perform
vocal harmonies to the accompaniment of
guitars, accordion and bagpipes.
Tickets for the "Ceildh" are $8.
A Scottish Heritage Faire will be held
Saturday from 10 a.m. until 5 p.m. at the
Murray-Callaway County Park behind WalMart.
Smithfield Fair will once again perform, as
will pipe and drum bands, Judy Hackett's
Highland Dancing School and other Scottish
Country Dancers.
Vendors will be selling a wide variety of
Scottish items including traditional Scottish
picnic foods. Information on various Scottish
clans and family name history certificates
will be available to help derive one's family
heritage.
The Faire will also offer those in
attendance a chance to view demonstrations
of various Highland Games athletic events.
Events such as the Haggis Hurl and Tug-aWar.
Tickets for the Scottish Heritage Faire are
$3, with children ages 10 and under
admitted free.
The final event of the Festival is scheduled
Photo tumlllllf Q THE PRESIDENT'S OFFICf
for 1 p.m. Sunday at First Presbyterian
Church. "The Kirkin' o' the Tartans," a nonThe official coat of arms of the Murray family Is of great Importance to Murray State Univers ity and Its
denominational blessing of the families, was
students. Upon close Inspection, the Murray State shield , the official logo of the University, can be
founded by the late Dr. Peter Marshall, a
found In the middle of the larger shield. It Isn't exactly known how Dr. John W. Carr discovered the
former chaplain of the United States Senate.
log o In 1924, but records show he came across the shield In 1931 while travelling through Europe.

For tickets to the "Ceildh" or for more Murray State's shield is essentially the same as the one pictured, except that on the original the shield
information about any of the events, contact features sliver stars on a blue background whereas the University's shield has blue stars on a gold
Trudy Baker at 762-6888.
•
background.

r:~

Scottish Connection
.

These area names have been derived from Scotland.
:~:

: .: jl it~·

. :<. ·.: - ~~:~tueky

. .'· . ..

Clarksville, Hopkinsville·;··catedonia; McQrackeri co.,
.. · Cayce~ Graves Co., Calloway Co~.· M.ilf.ray'i:tC.unningham

{;=:;:::=~

i

+'

Tennessee
Henry Co .• Stewart Co., Montgomery Co., Roberson Co.
Source: Trudy Baker

In addition to the letter, the Murra:y
Clan wants to make the city i!s
official home. The Clan has already
begun depositing its archives in the
Pogue Special Collections Library.

Assistant Campue L.ltt Editor

Murray State's first Scottish Heritage
Festival contains a variety of events for the
whole family.

ti;:.

During a trip to Scotland over the
summer, the Murray family.
presented to Kurth, on behalf of the
University, a letter written to the
family from Benjamin Franklin. The
letter is now in the process of being
framed for display.

Student competes
in Highland Games

Staff report

.

it had nine members and has since
increased to around 50, she said.
Mur ray's chapter, with a much
smaller population to draw from,
started with 20 members and has
increased to more than 60 members.
For Murray State,being the only
university Baker knows of with a
Scottish heritage program has its
advantages.

Graphic By DENISE NULL

A SUCE OF LIFE

~ Lecture or no lecture
The first of a nine part series of residence hall
lectures has proved to be a disappointment.
The lecture series opened Sept. 8 at Woods
Hall with an audience turnout of zero.
''It would be terrible for students to go through
their college years and not give serious thought
to these issues,• said Kim Barrett, directorofthe
Women's Center.
Barrett expects interest to grow as R.A.s
publicize the events during the semester.
Story o n page 12

Murray State should be proud of Chris
Cain, senior physical education major from
Brandenburg.
Cain follows in the same Scottish heritage
of the University by actively participating in
the Scottish Highland Games.
The Scottish Highland Games are a series
of six thro~ events that originated in the
Scottish clans, Cain said.
..This is how the clans found their
strongest and most able-bodied warriors," he
said.
The events kept the clans in check because
enemies could aee what kind of warriors
other clans had. The stronger the warriors,
the less likely enemies would be to attack,
Cain said.
The six events consist of the sheaf toss, in
which a 22-pound bag of straw is thrown
with a three-prong pitchfork; a 17 or 22pound stone throw; a 56-pound weight throw
which is thrown for distance with one hand;
a 56-pound weight thrown with one hand for
height; a 22-pound throw for distance; a 16
or 22-pound hammer throw and a c8ber toss
which is similar to a telephone pole that
mu.t be lifted'and flipped, Cain said.
Cain said he got involved in the Highland
Games as a joke.
"Some friends and I went to a Scottish
Heritage festival and I joked around that I
was going to thrOw this stuff," Cain said. "'!
tried it out and did good."
Scottish: heritage games are held all across
the country in and Canada and Scotland,
Cain said.
There is also an organization on campus
that participates in Scottish heritage games,
he said.
Cain said he plans to continue his hobby
after graduation.
If the chance arises I would love to go over
to Scotland and compete, he said.
"' did the track and field weight events in
college and the fans at these games are more
enthusiastic and it's much more fun than
my four years of intercollegiat~ sports," he
said.
October 2-3· will be the next date for
Highland Games in this area. They will be
held in Nashville and Cain will be
participating in them.

Conference Offered

Bust-ed

The Institute for Academic
Technology (IAT) will be offering an
interactive teleconference on exploring
the world of computer networks.
The teleconference will be held from
12 p.m. to 2:30 p.m. Sept. 30 in the
Curd Auditorium of the Collins Center.
To register for the teleconference,
send a $10 check to Murray State
University, office of Economic and
Community Education, attention John
B. Griffin, 207 Collins Center, 1 Murray
Street, Murray, Ky. 42071.
Murray
State
licensed
a
teleconference from the IAT last spring.

For students already needing a break
from studying, take heart: Watermelon
Bust is on its way.
The event, in its 21st year, is the main
philanthropic event for the lambda Chi
fraternity.
While the main events are being held
next weekend, Watermelon Bust
officially gets underway Thursday with
the traditional kickoff that includes the
ceremonial breaking of the watermelon
and decoration of the house.
The charity that will be the benefactor
of this years Bust Is the Christian
Children's Fund.

,
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Students don't show
for RHA lectures
By E.L. GOLD
Staff Writer

"'to 'J JUD COOK
RELISH THE OPPORTUNITY
One of the new dining options at Mur ray State, The Loose Bruce Hotdog Caboose, can be
found at the west end of Olive Street across from Woods Hall on selected days of t he week.

.Alumni office adds chapters
By ANN MARIE SMEDLEY

alumni," said Rayburn.

Staff Writer

The Murray State University Alumni Office is
expanding by estabHsbing new chapters.
Bill Rayburn, executive secretary and
treasurer of the Alumni Office, said chapters
are being established in LouiSville, Owensboro,
Frankfort, Muhlenburg County and in the
Northern Kentucky region. Chapters are also
being set up as far away as Wa.ahi.ngton D.C.,
Philadelphia, New York and Boston.

Rayburn said to get the chapters, alumni
volunteer on an individual basis. Groups are
then formed and officers are elected. Chapter
presidents are part of the alumni chapter board.
Alumni functions are then planned to fit each
area. One activity that was held this summer

in Louisville was a day with the Redbirds, the
city's minor league baseball team.

Rayburn said that other a ctivities will be
sponsored
~ the Alumni Association, such as
Henderson, Hopkinsville, Madisonville and
picnics,
receptions
in country clubs and other
Bowling Green are in the preliminary stages of
family-oriented
activities.
establishing chapters.
"The purpose is to follow the interest of the
Alumni Association to expand outreach, " said
Chuck Ward, director of development and
alumni affairs.
"'We hope this will establish a better link with

Ward said clubs and chapters come to Murray
State to attend events such as homecoming.
"'Not only do we go to where abmmi are, but it
gives alumni a chance to come to us," Ward
said.

The Residence Hall's lecture series opened to
a sluggish start Sept. 8. No one showed up at
Woods Hall for the first of nine sessions
scheduled by the Murray State University
Women's Center.
The lack of interest was disappointing to Kim
Barrett, director of the Women's Center.
*I think these are important issues," she said.
"It would be terrible for students to go through
their college years and not give serious thought
to these issues."
The Sept. 8 lecture was to have dealt with
cross-cultural communications. That subject
will be rescheduled at a later date, Barrett said.
Although disappointed with the turnout for
the opening lecture, Barrett was pragmatic
about student interest in residence hall
programs. "It's pretty hard to do interesting
programming," she said. "Typically, I might
have five or six students attend."
Barrett said some programs are more popular
than others. •r did a program on homophobia a
couple of years ago, and the Currie Center
theater was packed."
While Barrett admits that program
attendance is sometimes bolstered by teachers
who offer students extra credit for attending
relevant lectures, she says the series is
intended for personal enrichment rather than
course credit.
"I try to make it interactive and
participatory," she said. "I like the fact that it's
informal. It lets the students get what they
need from it."
Barrett said she expects interest to grow as
residence hall advisers publicize the events
throughout the semester.
Attendance at the Sept. 15 program failed to
improve as no students chose to attend a
workshop in Springer Hall on survival skills for
non-traditional students.
Future topics include:
Sept. 22, Regents Hall. Save Yourself: A Self
Defense Workshop. The program involves
demonstr ations of physical self-defense
techniques and tips on how to avoid becoming a
victim.
Sept. 29, Richmond Hall . Sexual Choices:
Information about sexual choices, sexually
transmitted disease, contraception and healthy
relationships will be given out.
Oct. 6, Clark Hall. What Men and Women

Upcoming Lectures - - • Sept. 22, Regents Hall

Save Yourself: A Self Defense Workshop
• Sept. 29, Richmond Hall

Sexual Choices
• Oct. 6, Clark Hall
What Men and Women Students Should Know
About Peer Harassment and Date Rape
• Oct. 13, Franklin Hall

The Storm Within: Managing Anger and
Aggression
• Oct. 20, Hester Hall

A Roundtable Discussion of Special Issues
Confronting Women of Color
• Nov. 3, Hart Hall

Variations on a Theme : Men Speak. Out
Against Sexual Harassment
• Nov. 10, Elizabeth Hall

Food and Fantasy: A Discussion Regarding
Eating Disorders
Gr1plllc by HEATHER IEGL!Y

Students Should Know About Peer HarassTMnt
and Date Rape. A clear definition of what date
rape is, theories about why it happens and how
to avoid it will be discussed.
Oct. 13, Franklin Hall. The Storm Within:
Managing Anger and Aggression. Tips on how
to adaptively handle anger are on the agenda.
Oct. 20, Hester Hall. A Roundtable
Discussion of Special I ssues Confronting
Women of Color. A di8CU8Sion among faculty,
students and staff about strategies for dealing
with racial and sexual harassment and
"symbolic racism" will be held.
Nov. 3, Hart Hall. Variations on a Theme:
Men Speak Out Asainst Sexual Harassment. A
discussion of the role of men in combatting
sexual harassment will be Conducted by Brent
Mruz.
Nov. 10, Elizabeth Hall. Food and Fantasy: A
Discussion Regarding Eating Disorders. A
study of the characteristics of society that can
lead to eating disorders and resources available
for treatment will be presented.

SHOE SHACK---.
Fashion shoes for today's woman at work or play

BOOT SALE
$1 0

off any boot
purchaced or put in
lay-a-way through
September.
HOURS:
Mon. - Sat. 9:30 a.m. - 8 p.m.
Sunday 1 p.m. • 5 p.m.

hack

OLYMPIC PLAZA
759-4795

ALPHA GAMMA DELTA

congratulates our new
officers:

BLOCK THOSE HUNGER
PAINS TIUS FOOTBALL SEASON! ,
Beat Southeast
Missouri!
Tackle your hunger
pains this football
season with one of
our made-to-order
subs. We have
custom-made party
subs as well as
individual
sandwiches. All
sanwiches come
with your favorite
ingredients on your
choice of bread.

Be Rohlwing - Activities chairman
Catherine Frazier - S ocial chairman
Jamia Newton - Publicity chairman
Kelly Andrews - Standards ch
Bridgette Bumett Gr eek Council
representativ"-'.r.::SII~
REMEMBER: DON'T DRINV AND DRIVE!
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Priestly puts best butt forward in 'Girl'
By KRIS LAWRENCE

REVIEW

Campus Ute Ecltor

"Roy didn't have a mother, I
didn't have a father and the
Dood didn't have a leg."
Uttered by Bleur, the film's
narrator played by newcomer
Gabriel Olds, the phrase is
about as profound and original
aa Calendar Girl gets.
The film tells the story of
three unoriginal characters:
Roy, played by Jason Priestly,
the film's standard rebel with
a tough home life; Bleur, the
straight-laced intellectual who
really wants to loosen up and
the Dood, portrayed by Jerry
O'Connell, your typical onelegged Howdy Doody lookalike.
One happy day in 1962, just
after Roy enlists in the
military, the three decide to
drive from their Nevada home
to Hollywood so Roy can get a
date with Marilyn Monroe.
What17-year-old wouldn't?
Priestly, in his first starring
vehicle, does not play the lead
role. Apparently the role
offered him a chance to stretch
his acting wings in a
departure from bis wholesome
Beverly HiUs, 90210 image.
Roy drinks, smokes (both
tobacco and other products),
swears, works for a pair of
bumbling bookies, steals a car
and breaks into a house
during the course of the film.
In one of Calendar Girl's more
touching scenes, Roy climbs
into the ring to beat up his
dad, a former boxer, just to

show bis father that he really
loves him. It could very well be
the most touching scene since
the final battle of Bobocop 2.
Calendar Girl may be
Priestly's big screen debut, but
he has learned a great deal
from the masters that came
before him, namely JeanClaude Van Damme and Mel
Gibson. Priestly marks his
debut by putting his best butt
forward. During an obligatory
trip to a nude beach, Priestly
gets to show off what the good
Lord gave him, as well as
something he didn't: a large
tattoo on his right cheek.
Calendar Girl is essentially
a guy's movie, a lust-filled trip
down memory lane, complete
with classic songs, cool cars
and America's favorite sex
symbol. However, in part due
to Priestly's presence, the film
isn't something that guys are
lining up to see. It has become
a movie they are being
dragged to on dates as some
sort of plea bargaining
agreement.
The best part of the movie i.e
a montage of shots from the
film, cut into a sort of music
video, that accompanies the
end credits. Had this been
conceived as a music video, it
would have been a classic.
Instead, it makes fellow
90210er Luke Perry's Buffy
the Vampire Slayer look like
high art.

Stalf report

The faculty of Murray State
University's department of
music will present a
scholarship recital Sept. 21 in
the Farrell Recital Hall of the
Price Doyle Fine Arts Center.
The event, which is part of the
Dean's Series, will be held at 8
p.m.
One of the featured
performances will be baritone
Robert Barefield, a new
faculty member, performing
the Figaro aria from Rossini's
opera The Barber ofSeville.
Other faculty members who
will be performing are Laura
Schumann, Dr. John Steffa,
Dr. John Dressler, John
Schlabach,
Christopher
Hayes, Donald Story, Scott
Erickson, Dr. Randall Black, •
Kay Gardner Bates, Dr.
Stephen Brown, Dr. Riehm
Scott and Marie Taylor.
No advance reservations are
needed as tickets may be
purchased at the door. Adult
and non-student tickets are $5
and student tickets are $2.
Proceeds will
department
scholarship
Murray State
music students.

jf

~* TRYOUTS! ~

Organizational Meeting
Sept. 22

The Sisters olllpha Dilla Pi

:\

'J

8 p.m.

Curris Center - Ohio Room

Bonnie Higginson

benefit the
of music
fund
for
University

For more information,
contact Marie Taylor at 7626443
or
the
music
department at 762-4288.

From left, Jerry O'Connell, Gabriel Olds and Jason Priestly star In Calendar Girt.

~CHEERLEADER
is proud to announce our
new faculty advisor......... .

Faculty
recital
scheduled

Clinic
Sept. 23-29 3 p.m.-5 p.m.
Carr Health-- South Gym

We are looking forward to
working with you!

Tryouts

Love, Your Sisters

Sept. 30 5 p.m.
Racer Arena

.lt&~1Vr as
For more information
Contact B eth at 762-2654

their newwl(f.....~

Faculty Advisor

l\ELCOf\JE BACI\ f\hd STUDENTS!

c:1t{ountaiq_

'Yallef.
~tee
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Karen's
Hair Studio

18?1

Sept. 17- 19, 1993 • Murray, Ky.

Available on campus

Friday, Sept. 17
"Ceildh" (Pronounced KAY-lee>.. ....................... 7:30 p.m.
Wrather West Kentucky Museum Auditorium
An evening of Scottish music, stories and dancing
Tickets $8 - Fun for the whole family!
Saturday, Sept. 18
Scottish Herita(e Faire........................... lO a.m. to 5 p.m.
Murray Calloway County Park
(Arcadia Drive - behind Wal-Mart)
Ticket.S $3 - Children 10 and under free
Sunday, Sept. 19
''Kirkin' o' the Tartans"......................................... ! p.m.
First Presbyterian Church (16th and Main Street)
A non-denominational "blessing of the families··
Founded by the late Dr. Peter Marshall,
former chaplain of the U.S. Senate

753 -0819

For Celldh tickets or Information call : (502) 762·6888

Recently opened on Hwy. 121 North Bypass

Tuesday - Saturday
10 a.m. - 5 p.m.

Call for appointment
Walk-ins welcomed

753 - 3688
Karen • Amy

(formerly of the Beauty Box)

ESSENTIALS

Matrix Essential Products

r,,,,,,,,,,c;;;;== ,;== '=:~;=~===::a=,=;·: : ;;:·: :·: :·: -:-: :"1

I

The Double
Homestyle
Burger

I
~

'I
....«

ona1~

b==~~~l:t~e~rs:::~da:-~;=~~7-11 a.m.

I

I
I

I
.. .
~
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MSU adds variety

CHRIS THOMPSON'S
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WORLD GONE MAD

to cola selection·
By ANGELA SCHADi
Staff Writer

The soft drink war has come
to Murray State University.
The University decided to
put both Coke and Pepsi
products on campus after
taking competiti~e bids for
contracts, said Jean Hamra,
associate director of the
purchasing department.
Another reason for the
change was to give students a
choice, said Bill Benritter,
director of food services.
Benritter said the contract
stated that Coke would have
more can drinks in Fast
Tracks, Pony Express and
other places on campus where
can drinks are sold. Pepsi
would have more in the
fountain drink areas such as
Winslow and the Sugar Cube.
Hamra said buildings with
two vending machines will
have one of each product.
Buildings with only one
.machine will only have Coke
products.

Benritter said this option
was not available before
because they had trouble
getting all the equipment and
finding space for it.
The new set up will not cost
the students anything extra.
The soft drink industry
charges the University very
little for the fountain drinks,
Benritter said.
The vending machines do
not cost the University
anything. The University
makes revenue off the
machines, Hamra said.
*It's not 100% yet. It will
cost (the student) a little
patience for waiting for the set
up," Benritter said.
The basic Coke and Pepsi
flavors will be available . Any
other flavors will depend on
the students, he said.
*It's good because you have
more variety, but I'd rather
have a Heineken machine,"
said Robert Tashjian, junior
biology/chemistry major from
Tiline.

JOSHUA WILKES' WHEELER

-~-~-~·®•®•®•®·~·@·

s ~ How WILL You PAY FoR CoLLEGE 1i s

~

Cfanf_tation1-, Ilnc_._

$

@

Restaurant & Catering

Open fur
Homecoming
dinner

$

(;)

~

$

~

$

Oct. 9, 1993
5-9 p.m.

@
$
~

Q~

CUirently the cost of college is 1/3 to ~ver 1/2 the annual income of
the medium family of the United States and costs are rising every
year. Many people believe that in a few years college will no longer
be within the reach of the average person. So how will you pay for
college? The answer is with scholarships and grants. College
Scholarship Locating Service can find these scholarships and grants
through our computer data-base for only $75. Anyone can apply.
There is college funding out there for everyone, regardless of age,
scholastic ability or financial need. 100% guaranteed. If you're
planning on college or trade school. College Scholarship Locating
Service is a must. Write College Scholarship Locating Service today
for free information.
2 MONEY BACK GUARANTEES!
For Your Free Information Packet Write Or Call: ·

:

COLLEGE SCHOLARSHIP LQCATING SERYICE

$

@

Lunch: Tuesday-Friday 11 a.m-2 p.m.
Friday 6-9 p.m./Saturday 5-9 p.m.

753-8116

~

P.O. Box 1300 Depl A
Murray, Ky 42071
753-1891
lP No ANSWER, PLI!AS8 LEAVE MESSAGE

; . ,_ ACT Now FoR NEXT SEMESTER

J02 S. 6th St.

~

@

Factory
Discount Shoes

®
$
®

We have shoes and
prices to fit your Iifestyle

$

Ladies Canvas Keds $19 i5
Ladies Tretorns
$23i5
K-Swiss Tree in three styles

$
$

'

@
$

®

!

~$

~

-~

753-9419

~

;

100 S. 5th St.
Monday-Thursday 9 am.-6 p.m.
Friday 9 am.-8 p.m.
Saturday 9 a.m.-6 p.m.
Sunday 1 p.m.-6 p.m.

®•®•®•®·~·~·®·~·®•®

•USED FURNITURE
•ANTIQUES

•LAMPS

•DISHES

Avon

•KITCHEN ITEMS

products svsllsble

753-0852

On The Court Square

Good"Luck
• •

• Racers
«

against SEMO!

fRIENOS OON'l lH fRIENOS
DRIVE DRUNK.

~

411'

~

' Love,

is proud to announce our new initiates:

11le sisters of
Alpha Gamma Delta

.
~~\~~

~e&l'l..,tale
'II.'J.lt70

[.

~

VIDEO SUP.R •ToR•
OVER 6,000 MOVIES AND 300 SUPER NINTENDOS
CENTRAL CENTER • MURRAY, KY • (BESIDE KROGER)

MORE FOR MONDAY
RENT ANY MOVIE OR NINTENDO ON MONDAY AND RETURN rr ON WEDNESDAY

TWO FOR TUESDAY
RENT ANY MOVIE OR NINIENDO AND GET ONE FREE (EQUAL OR LESSER VALUE)

WACKY WEDNESDAY
-

RENT 1st MOVIE AT REGULAR PRICE GET niE 2nd MOVIE FOR HALF PRICE

'

RETURN A $3 OR $2.150 MOVIE BEFORE 5 P .M. FOR A MOVIE $2 OR LESSER VALUE FREE
.
(NINTENOOS NOT INCLUDED - MAY NOT BE TRADED IN ON $3 OR $2.50 MOVIE)

SWAP SUNDAY

.

Lisa Mantle
Amanda Hopper
Beth Ahlfeld
Lisa Chapman
Julie Swe
en
Brooke Offutt

MONDAY- THURSDAY

. VCR & 2 MOVIES
$5.95

.

NINTENDO PLAYER and
2GAMES

$6
VCR- $3
Please excuse our appearance over the next few weeks.
We are 1n the midst of remodeling to seiVe you better. Please
continue to support us as we change.

ratulations Ladies .
•
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SPORTS
OCR requests facts from MSU
By MATT PEREBOOM
Sports Editor

An unidentified plaintiff has filed a
complaint against Murray State's athletic
department under Title IX provisions.
Title IX is part of the Education
Amendments established in 1972 that
prohibit sex discrimination in educational
institutions that receive any federal funds.
Currently MSU is not being
investigated, they are only compiling
information that has been requested by
the Office for Civil Rights. The OCR is the
branch of the U.S . Department of
Education responsible for enforcing Title
IX.
'
President Ronald J . Kurth said the
University was informed about the charge
at the beginning ofthis academic year.
"On Aug. 9, the Office for Civil Rights
received a complaint that the University
discriminates against female athletes
because of their sex,• Kurth said.
The school was first told of the
complaint on Aug. 24, but was not asked

re~~:eea:s =~ences,
::s~ea;:J:!: =~es.in

to gather information until Sept. 3.
Murray State has 65 days to respond and
women
is in the process of compiling the required
nondocumentation.
"We are collecting everything from
The women's golf coach earns $24,000
salary structures to practice times, while the men's golf coach makes $21,841
publicity to medical attention," MSU per year. MWTay State's women's tennis
director of athletics Mike Strickland said.
head coach is paid $30,000 and the men's
Charges of inequities are not completely
n ew to Murray State. In 1986 the
University added a part-time women's frequent in an environment that is
basketball and tennis coach as well as pressing for gender equity.
made the volleyball coach a full-time
Another Ohio Valley Conference
position to comply with OCR regulations.
member, Easter:n Kentu~, was recently
Among sports that generate revenue at forced to orgamze mate~al requ~sted by '
MSU, the men's basketball coach earns
$60,000 while the women's basketball
and
coach is paid $39,492 a year.
Strickland said the OCR inquiry is not a
The men's coach, Scott Edgar, has two lawsuit, but a complaint.
full-time assistants who make $35,000
•The Office for Civil Rights received a
and $33,000 respectively.
complaint from an unidentified source
Eddie Fields, the women's head coach. who made blanket accusations," the
has the services of one full-time assistant athletic director said. ttyou can call it a
who earns $19,826.
suit but it is not a lawsuit, only a
Both coaches are permitted one complaint."
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Second season to begin on Saturday
Middle Tennessee and Eastern Kentucky
expected to continue OVC domination

Nutt's Racers look
to crack win column.
By MATT PEREBOOM
Spot18 Editor

They did not let the 'Herd stampede, now they must keep
the Indians from scalping them.
The Racer football team played one of its best gamea in
recent years before f~ to the top ranked team in Division .
1-AA, the Marshall University Thundering Herd, 29-3.
Jn .a game that was supposed to be a rout for the home
team 'Herd, the Racers only trailed 10-3 s t halft.ime. Head
coach Houston Nutt thinks the team made great strides even
in a losing effort.
"1 often talk about us taking baby steps from week to week.
Well, I believe we took a g¥ult step on Saturday night," Nutt ,.
said.
.
..
The rookie head coach was most pleased with the team's
improved tackling against an opponent that had defeated
Morehead State 56-0 the previous week.
"We missed 38 tackles in the first game and only 15
against Marshall," Nutt said. -rhe defense gave the offense a
chance."
Sophomore linebacker Allen Johnson lead the team with
10 tackles including two for losses. The team as a whole
made eight tackles for losses totaling 37 yards.
Nutt thinks the defensive front four played extremely well.
"Anthony Hutch has been everything we hoped for. David
Leavell, Jeff Hornak and Joe Lepsis are giving us what we
n~ed up front." Nutt said.
.
. Lepsis, a senior from Frisco, Texas, is pleased with how :
the defense has been playing and the transition it has made ·
to the 4-3 alignment.
·:'
. ~
"I like the way we are ·a ttacking. .We used to just react,"
Lepsis said.
Although Lepsis admits the team is better, he also hopes
the Racers continue to improve.
'
"'want us to all come together for one series. We're almost
there and if we put it all together we'll be all right,• Lepsis
.
said.
Offensively, Nutt continues to use senior Butch Mosby and
freshman Cory Rodney at quarterback. Mosby saw the
majority of the action against Marshall and completed seven
of 18 passes for 62 yards.
Nutt understands the quarterback rotation is not ideal,
but he is not convinced that it cannot work.
"I don't see any let down from the other 10 players on the
field whenever we have Butch or Cory in there," Nutt said. "1
don't see our offense as stalling as some people do.•
No matter who is at quarterback this Saturday, the Racers
will be trying to stop an eight game losing streak that dates
back to last season.
The Southeast Missouri Indians bring their 0-2 record to
Roy Stewart Stadium also in hopes of winning their Ohio
Valley Conference opener. The Indians were beaten by Sam
Houston State 40-7 in their home debut last week.
Junior running back Kelvin "Earthquake" Anderson was
expected to lead SEMO's offensive attack this year but he
has not provided much of a tremor.

By MATT PEREBOOM

TSU

Sports Edtor

The Tennessee State Tigers
begin their first season under
the direction of head coach Bill
Davis. The fust-year head
coach inherits a Tiger team
that finished 6-6 overall, but 53 in the OVC last season.
Seniors Brent Alexander sod
Randy Fuller anchor the TSU
defense from their secondary
positions. Both were second
team All-OVC selections in
1992. Alexander was named
OVC Defensive Player of the
Week after he made seven
tackles, blocked a field goal
and returned an interception
25 yards in his team's loss to
nationally ranked Jackson
State.
Offensively, senior Chad
Germany and transfer Daryl
Williams have been sharin{_
time at the quarterbaclt
position. The Tigers are deep
in the backfield with three
returning lettermen.

The football game Saturday
not only guarantees a win for a
winless team, it also kicks off
the Ohio Valley Conference
football season.
MSU hosts Southeast

~~~~:M;~~~~~,~~~~-=~~rl=~~:\t~~~,}~!~;~~~k~j~

Missouri
State
in a battle
two teams
searching
for of
a
':):
victory to start what should be
a very competitive league
schedule.
In the last twelve seasons,
Eastern Kentucky and Middle
Tennessee
State
have a..-.ovc
dominated OVC competition.
This season is expected to be beaten easily by N ortheaet
no different.
Louisiana 40-14.
While the tosses on the
scoreboard have been difficult
MTSU
for EKU, the personnel loaaee
Not only· is Middle Tennessee may prove to be more costly.
the defending champion, they Starting quarterback Ron
also have been ranked as high Jones broke his left arm in the
as number two in pre-season Northeast Louisiana loss and
Division 1-AA polls.
is out for the rest of the season.
The Blue Raiders return 13
Fortunately for coach Roy
starters including junior Kidd, hia defense is expected to
quarterback Kelly Holcomb, be the team's backbone. Allwho was a first...team All-OVC American Chad Bratzke
selection a year ago. MTSU returns to the defensive end
began their season against position where he had 15
Division 1-A Hawaii. Despite tackles for losses and nine
losing 36-14 in Hawaii, the sacks in 1992.
Raiders gave a strong showing
Although the Colonels lost
for a conference that has had an All-American taUback, they
few high points in the first two return an All-OVC second
weeks of the 1993 season.
team choice with fullback
To date the OVC has Carlo Stallings. He joins a
compiled a dismal 3-13 league talented and experienced
record. Only Austin Peay, receiving corps.
Tennesse-Martin
and
'l'he lose of Jones is serious,
Tennessee Tech have won but Eastern is the winningest
games . The teams posted team in Division I-AA over the
victories last week following a last ten years and the only
zero for nine opening week for team capable of challenging
the conference.
MTSU.

TTU

EKU

Eastern Kentucky has been
Tennessee Tech hopes to
the biggest surprise, losing its continue the improvement they
fU'St two games. Not only were began last season. 'l'hr Golden
the Colonels upset by Western Eagles finished 7-4 overall and
Kentucky 15-10 in their first 6-2 in league play.Although
game, but they were also 'ITU dropped a close game to

!Rl

Consecutive NCAA Championship Titles

RACER REPORT

~ Intramural Softball

St. Augistine men's outdoor

This week has been the beginning of

West Virginia rifle

intramura~ softball. Several games were played

louisiana women's ou1door
N. Carolina women's soccer
Cal St. Babersfleld swimming
Arkansas men's Indoor track
Kenyon women's swimming

and a few of them are reported in this week's
paper.
The annual twi·light softball tournament is
being held this weekend beginning on Friday
night. Games start at 7 p.m.
Campus Recreation invites people to come
out and participate.

4

kenyon men's swimming

Story on page 15

. . .:NCAA
\

Grlplllc fly DENIIE NULL

Illinois State in their season
opener, they defeated Lock
Haven 45-14 in their second
game.
Junior tailback Willie Queen
earned OVC Offensive Player
of the Week honors for his
performance against Lock
Haven. Queen ran for 122
yards and two touchdowns .
Last year Queen rushed for
1,228 yards and eight
touchdowns.
Mike Jones has been•very
impressive in the early going
for
TTU.
The
junior
quarterback has connected on
36 of his 63 pass attempts for
more than 600 yards.
The Golden Eagles were
owners of the eighth ranked
defense in the nation in 1992.
Six starters return to a defense
that allowed only 292 yards
per game.
All-OVC linebacker Maurice
Draine is joined by senior
defensive end Shane Queen.
Queen enters his final season
as TTU's all-time leader in
sacks and tackles for losses.
. Freshman defensive back
Brad Simmons has made an
immediate
impact.
He
intercepted two passe!" and
broke up three others
he
Eagles victory.
His interception return was
for 68 years and is longest i ...
the OVC this season.

APU
The Governors of Austin
Peay must fix their porous
defense if APU expects to
better their 2-6 OVC mark of a
year ago. Last season the Govs
gave up an average of 376
yards to the offense every time
they took the field.
Calon Yeldon has already
stepped up as the team's
defensive leader. The seni9r
linebacker made six tackles
and returned an interception
26 yards for a touchdown in
APU's 28-19 win over
Knoxville College.
Ball control is the goal of the
Governors wishbone offensive
attack. In their first two games
Austin Peay has churned out
433 yards on the ground and
only attempted 16 passes.

Please see OVC
Page 16

Racer of the Week
Senior Rebecca Burnett has been
named Racer of the Week.
Burnett, from Downers Grove, Ill.,
paced the Lady Racer cross country
team to a third place finish in their
first meet of the year. The Racers
were competing in the Memphis State
Invitational. MSU placed one point
behind Mississippi who finished
second to Arkansas-little Rock.
Burnett won the individual
competition with a time ot 11 :52.20.
The Lady Racers performance
earned her honors as OVC runner of
the week.
...

Rebecca Burnett

Page 14
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Racers spike Tennessee State
Racer volleyball set to play tough teams
By JEFF DREWS
Staff Writer

Welcome to Spike's Peak!
The defending Ohio Valley
Conference
volleyba 11
tournament
cham pions
played like champions as
they pounded Tennessee State
University for their first
conference victory.
Going in to Tuesday night's
match, coach Brenda Bowlin
believed it was a must win
situation and was confident
her team would succeed.
"Mentally, they thought they
were going to beat them,"
Bowlin said.
Beat them they did. And the
15-13,15-0, 16-7 whipping
could not have come at a better
time. The Racers not only
ended a five game skid, but the
game also showed them how
important their tough nonconference schedule will be.
Bowlin believes the hard
schedule prepares them for
conference play.
wrhe win-loss is not reflective
of that, but you got to look at
who we're playi ng," said
Bowlin, wh o believes their
schedule ranks among the two
toughest in the conference.

And against Tennessee
Stat e, she proved her
philosophy. The Racers
controlled the entire match
and performed well in areas
they were thought to be weak
in.
•we serve-received really
well," Bowlin said. •we had
some nice kills and we played
as a team. I felt confident we
could handle them with ease:
Actua lly,
the
Racers
m a n handled the Tigers.
Throughout the entire match,
Bowlin sat back and enjoyed
watching the progress her
team had made since their
opening game.
•we're really growing,.,.
Bowlin said. "We react smarter
and we do things a little
sharper. All the points they got
were from our mistakes."
Mistakes. What mistakes?
Th e R acers committed one
service receiving error while
piling up their 34 kills like a
stack of pancakes.
Junior Sarah Dearworth led
the team with eight kills and
four blocks. Newcomer Gina
Buscher had a team best nine
k:ill.a while Sarah Boland piled
up four aces. And as if that

wasn't enough, Stacy Geralds
served 14 straight points in the
16-0 victory.
Even though these numbers
were impressive, Bowlin
believed it was the team effort
that made the difference.
"It was a good team win, •
Bowlin said. "No one really
shined out."
In practice, Bowlin wanted
them to become smart hitters
and learn to control the ball
better. She was proud of the
way they .m aintained their
inten;sity and told them the
key to their success at the
upcoming Purdue tournament
would be their focus.
Syracuse and Butler have
also been invited, and once
again Bowlin will have her
troops play against top notch
teams hoping to gain the
experience needed to win the
OVC tournament.
In their match versus
Syracuse, Bowlin believes the
Racers can win if they stay
focused on their goals.
Rejoining the team is senior
Amy Rhodes, who missed four
games because of other
academic committments.

Unfortunately, the team will
still be without Bon nie
Bagninski, who pulled a
stomach muscle two weeks ago
and will be out for at least
another week.
But after 12 straight away
games, the Racers are really
looking forward to playing
their first game at home versus
the University of Evansville
this Tuesday. Bowlin hopes the
student support will be high.
After hosting Evansville, the
Racers will hit the road for
three matches. These games
will be very important to the
Racers. All three are against
OVC opponents. Eastern
Kentucky, Morehead State and
Austin Peay make up the road
trip.
When the volleyball team
arrives home on Oct. 1, they
will greet conference member
Tennessee Tech at R acer
Arnena.

Middle Tennessee State
follows TTU on Oct. 2. The
October schedule represents
the heart of the grueling Ohio
Phil~ IECkY YOUHWERTH
Vallev Conference season.
First-year assistant volleyt:NIII coach Moh Wung Mlng oversees
The conference finals are
the practice of Amy Rhodes, a senior from Louisville, and Ann
not played until Nov. 19 in
Davis,
a sophomore from Wadesville, Ind.
Richmond.

······ ·········· ··· ···· · ······ · ········ · ············· ··· · ··~··

.~• Big B Cleaners

.~
.••
.••
.••
.•••
..••

l Sweaters
·l $ 150each
:
No limit
•

..
•
••

Expires 9/30/93
······························•••···•·······•·••••·•··•

''EVerything for your home,
donn, apartment..."

131(3 APPLt CAff

We have moved to 702 N. 12th St.
next t o K-Mart to better serve you.

OPEN FOR WNCH AT l l A.M•
Sening Mezican Food From 11 a.m.-9:30p.m.
DeU &mctwtchee From 11 a.m.-11:30 p.m.
Call-In Orden a: carry Out Available

6 ----- -- -- --- -- ------- ------~--- ~

1

NEW AND USED: CASSETTES - CDs

:

the ~Y Prtirlates

I

I
•I
1

l
I

.

. IIARMONICA RED '

tJ:errapin S tation

i

I

•.

Swamp Rock Bluea

SPECIAL ORDERS - TRADE-INS WELCOME 1

playing great songs by
Eric Clapton
ZZTop
Led ZeppUn
Ml SOlTTH
The Doors
PURYEAR, TN
& many others .
901-247-5198
S tarts at 9:30 - must 6e 21 & OfJtr

off any new or used. I
compact disc
:
with thlll

n

otrer ezp~rea 10/1/93
coupo
M~ ·7rilllu, 10 A.m.· 5:30p.m. SAturrlat JO a.m.· 5 p.m.

605 OliveS

-~

t.lI

753-8926t

'------------ -------- ----------~

~--------llllt'lu.~-~,j.JD.~~~~~~~Ai-

Holiday Inn Restaurant
We have a b uffet to please your appetlter

Free Pregnancy Tests

JfGood Lucktr*

(All Services Confidential)

RACERS

$4.25

-tunch aJtfet

Monday-Friday
-seafood Buffet
Frtday evening
-Mexlar'l ButJet
Saturday evening
-sunday Buft8t

$6.95
$6.95
$5.95

Call us for your meetings & partiesr
l~t'< <'i\ t'

<>n<· F I~ I

( \\ ith fiJi, ,)(/

r

Bt•\ t•r,l"l'
,.,

IIIII\ I

Sunday 5 p.m.-9 p.m.
Lunch served Monday- Frtday 6 a.m.-2 p.m.

Dinner 5 p.m.-10 p.m.
Hwy. 641 South • 753-5986

LIFE HOUSE CARE
CENTER FOR
WOMEN

In The Upcoming Games!

:From tlie sisters of ..

Now open Mondays til B p .m.
Across From I & T Building
753-070 0
1506 Chestnut

'J'

Yl{p/ia
S igma
Yl{p/ia

~--------------------=---- ~~~~~~~~~~~========================~

*•

.Movie
• *• Of*•
*Tht!
We~k••
Tuesday 9:30 p.m.
Wednesday 7 p.m. and 9:30p.m

Applications for

!!£A

Positions

Senator-at-Large
&

Student Services
Evauations Chairperson
Due: Tuesday, Sept. 21
Interviews: Wednesday, Sept. 22
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Intramural softball begins .s eason
By SCOTT NANNEY
Assistant Sports Edtor

Intramural softball action took center stage of
the Murray State University sports world with
a number of exciting games this week.
The Moon Cricketts started off the Tuesday
night action with a hard-fought 21-17 victory
over the Contact Hitters. The contest was a wild
· game that was decided by a two-run double in
the eighth inning.
David Russell provided the first run of the
ball game with a double in the gap that scored
Jeff Lutz for a 1-0 Moon Crickett lead after one
inning.
The Moon Cricketts added to their lead in the
top of the second with a two run double off the
bat of Dusty Todd to make the score 3..0.
The Moon Cricketts extended their lead with
five more runs in the inning. The final run of
the second inning came on a sacrifice fly from
Jerrord Billingsly for an 8-0 lead.
In the top of the fourth inning, Russel tripled,
scoring one run, then scored on a Lutz single,
making the score 10-2.
Pllotely MEUIIA FARNUM
The game seemed to be in hand after a threeTodd Throgmorton, a junior agricultural mechanization major from Kevil, follows through on
run home run from James Shelton put the Moon
his swing as catcher Jimmy Lee Hall of New Haven looks on Tuesday.
Cricketts ahead 13-2, but in the bottom of the
fourth inning, a four-run rally capped by a
Pllllely MELIIIA FARNUM extra innings.
The key hit in the inning was a two-run triple
from Melody Helgerson. Helgerson's hit proved
three-run homerun from Jason Stroud put t he
The score remained tied until the Moon to be important as the game went on.
Senior Chris Moses of Murray, first baseman
Contact Hitters back into the game.
for the Mid-Knights, cradles a fingertip catch.
Cricketts erupted to add four runs in the top of
Another run was tacked on to the Alpha Sig
Once again, the Moon Cricketts appeared to Rival team, the Poons, beat the Mid-Knights
the eighth inning to pull away for the 21-17
lead with a run-scoring single from Andrea
have the game under control when a three-run .23-3 In Intramural softball action Tuesday
victory.
fifth inning put them ahead 16-6, but t h e
In the second game of the n;aht, Alpha Sigma Shimwell to make the score 7-0.
What the Alpha Sigs thought was a safe lead
Contact Hitters stormed back with six nms in
- e·
the bottom half of the inning to cut the lead to
Alpa h eld off a late rally from Alpha Delta Pi for almost evaporated in the fifth inning. A two-run
6- .
sixth to tie the score at 17-17.
a 7-5 victory.
double from Kelly Shaffer and a two-run singl~
1 12
The key hit in the inning came on a two-out
The game was locked into a scoreless tie until from Heather Keith made the score 7.£J, but the
After Lutz's second homerun of the game gave two-run triple from J ack Bruirid. Bruirid's hit Alpha Sigma Alpha pulled ahead with a six-run Alpha Sig defense h eld on to the two-run lead to
the Moon Cricketts a 17-12 advantage, t h e drove in the tying
to send t h e game into fourth inning.
claim the victory.
Contact Hitters rallied in the bottom of t h e

-

1----------------- -----.!.-

run

&il)])lli®.

Freshman
Senator Election
Thursday
Second Floor Curris Center
1

CARROT TOP
IS COMING!
For ticket information
call: 762-6951

@ ffill]l!]]j(ll

IID®ll~®.

'

cordially invites all eligible ladies to
our informal rush party on
~september 22, 1993, at 7:30 p .m. atii!/
t1f the Alpha Gamma Delta house. }iP

Sponsored

by
SGA

Storey•s Sport Stop
Buy - Sell- Tr~de

We now carry a full line of comics.

Says

Go Racers - Beat SEMO!
Good luck to THE Fred Jones
I

Monday-Friday 10 a.m.-7 p.m.
Saturday 10 a.m.-5 p.m.
Sunday 12 a.m.-5 p.m.
502 Maple St.

--"--"""-

A

~ Oct. 9 at 9:30 a.m. ~

1
Anyone interested in participating can
. _,.,

pick up an application in the SGA office
or call 762-6951

·Application Deadline: Friday, Sept. 24

759-121_.

Restaurant and Market
Open Monday-Saturday

11 a.m.-9 p.m.

753·6149
We Offer:

• ,F ull Seafood Menu
•Baked I Broiled
•Grilled (after 5 p.m.)
•Blackened
•CaJun Specialties
•Many Unique Salads
and more ••••••
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Men's cross country team is very young
Carter; junior John Parker; sophomore Jared
Leet and freshmen Scott Delaney, Todd Duff,
Aaalltant Sports Edtor
Larry Garner, Michael Rogers and Nathan
A relatively young squad will take to the hills Sheets.
this season for Murray State University's men's
Pate said that the Racers have a tough
cro88 country team.
schedule in and out of the Ohio Valley
Second-year coach Wayne Pate said that he Conference.
expects the squad to be competitive while
"We have a real tough schedule this season,
learning at the same time.
especially the conference meet," said Pate.
"We have got a real young team, but I think
While the Racers have a tough schedule, Pate
that they will learn well and be able to compete expects the team to perform well. •Even though
with the other schools,• said Pate. •one of our we're in a rebuilding year, I still expect this
goals for the season is to finish in the top five of squad to finish in the top three or four of the
the Ohio Valley Conference."
conference because of our talent," Pate said.
The Racers will field a nine man squad which
The Racers began their cross country schedule
will consist of seniors Stevon RobertS and John
By SCOTT NANNEY

at the Memphis State Invitational on Sept.10
where they earned sixth place in the seven team
meet.
Michael Rogers was the top Racer performer,
capturing 20th place overall in the meet.
Racer assistant coach Rachelle Roberts said
that the team, while young and inexperienced,
will work hard to maintain the fourth place
conference finish that last year's squad earned.
"We are in a rebuilding year with a lot of new
people coming in, but we have alot of things to
look forward to this season," said Roberts.
Senior Stevon Roberts looks to have a very
good season and has high expectations for his
Racer teammates.

"I hope to be a team leader this season and
look forward to seeing some good performances
from this cross country squad,• Roberts said.
"I hope. that the students will come out to our
meet here in Murray and support us,• said
Roberts. "I think we have a real good shot
winning the conference championship."
Michael Rogers, a freshman from Louisville, is
looking forward to running at the college level .
after only competing one year in high school.
"I only ran my senior year in high school
because my school didn't have a track or cross
country team, so I'm looking forward to moving
up and competing at the next level," said
Rogers.

ovc
Continued from Page 13

UT-M
Several junior college transfers are being counted on to ~ead
· Tennessee-Martin. The Pacers begin only their second season at
the I-AA level.
UT-M is lead by William Parson at running back. Parson ran
for almost 600 yards in the previous campaign.
The 5'7" senior has picked up 100 yards on the ground in their
first two games.
Wide Receiver Charles Malone also returns for UT-M. His 49
receptions in 1992 were good enough for fifth in the Ohio Valley
Conference.
Malone is
pace to surpass his totals from last season. He has
11 catchea for a total of 143 yards or 13.1 per reception.
Defensively, the Pacers look to defensive Dewayne Harper for
leadership. He bad 78 tackles last season and topped the team
with 98 tackles in 1992.

on

The Pacers victory over West Georgia last week equals the
team's number orwins in non-conference games last year.

Morehead State
It appears that Morehead State may be facing a very long
season. In their first two games they have given up a total of 108
points.
The Eagles have had one bright spot. Freshman quarterback
Adam McCormack came off the bench to complete 14 of ~6 passes
for 128 yards.
Once Morehead has learned their new offensive schemes, they
can be expected to play more competitively.
Coach Cole Proctor had the displeasure of replacing 14 starters
from a team that only went 3-8 the previous year.
Proctor can expect junior linebacker Jaime Phillips to play a
big part in any success the Eagles have. Phillips made an OVC-

{}{}§lor

W©rrlk~ ~

high 160 tackles in 1992.

The OVC's Successful Past
Despite the tough going OVC teams have had in the fll'8t two
weeks, people can rest assured the league will be represented in
the Division I-AA playoffs.
The OVC is granted one of the six automatic bids to the 16team post-season tournament.
In the past nine vears the OVC has actually had two
represenatives ~ight times.
Not only has Eastern Kentucky been very successful in the AA
format, so has Middle Tennessee.
Middle Tennessee is one of three schools tied for third in total
victories.
Middle Tennessee's 90 victories put them just behind Holy
Cross's 92 and Eastern Kentucky University's 96.

753-7455

Gi©Urdlre;rtJJ Um§l@@
Tanning Special:
300 minutes for $20

would like to wish all
participating ~
fraternities and
sororities a
successful Rush!

Hair cuts:
$8-$12

We now liave a new spiral cur{
system ff'r your liair.
Monday - Saturday 8 a.m. - 6 p.m.
1104 Storey Avenue
One block north of Murray Cablevision, first road on the right.

~

The "Price" means savings.
The "Plus" means even more.

~HOLE! BONE-IN

HONEYSUCKLE WHITE
TURKEY BREAST

Customer Comment Une

• All White M-*
··-K-&Eat

1•800·545-o451

$

79

• A ,..,....._ "-tural

•Mlc,....-w.

•s....-c.wcutfer
. . .tholdoee

IOLD IN WHOL•
IIUArt ONLYJ

,
lb.

...,....

T...S.
~
FRESH
•BROCCOLI

...,,

Clloke c;,... '""

_ SIRLOIN
TIP STEAK

::59e

$)97

Skim, WYo, I%, 2%, Low Fat, Sweet

Acldophllus, A-8 Plus or Homogenized

KROGE

WASHINGTON STAn; &.n
f•wcy Cold er Red

DELICIOUS
APPLES

$1

$

MILK

99

'~"!!'-

IIMMY DIAN

POKK.
PORK
STEAKS
SAUSAGE
,._,

...........

plastic
calion
MalllAws.lt

SHANK HALF
HAMS

Colon or Prints 2 Ply, 280 Sheets, I S7 Sq. Ft.

ANGEL SOFT TISSUE

V 78

~)28

e

4 roll

pack

KROGER Individually Wrapped Slices
ECKRICH Southern Style

AMERICAN CHEESE FOOD

SPICED HAM

v.;~· ''~

.. $)99

\f p~''D
J'..
Aft.TO-READ UBRARY
~~·

~

SKINNER SPAGHE'ITI

V4}1
_...,_.roTO<ttlla

$3

DORITOS CHIPS

$299 ®

WELCOME BA_c::~OW WHITE
SCROOGE & THE MAGIC FISH

each

"~

\"s:t!/2
.. wklf-Riolocb.....,.

~~~oo

PILLSBURY FLOUR

Pot n. u .. •chy ••••'-' ... Uh,..

PUREX DETERGENT

V.~ 79c ""~:::~ 388

w

~~

s..,.. c.loe Mia

PILLSBURY PLUS

V.~78e
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MSU- Marshall, Stats
Murray State
Marshall University

MSU volleyball team at Arkansas
At the Arkansas State Classic in Jonesboro, Ark., the MSU
volleyball team lost four matches over the weekend and
dropped to 2-6 on the season. The Racers were defeated by
Butler, Central Arkansas, Mississippi State, and host Arkansas
State.

3 0
0 10

0 0 3
6 13 29

First Quarter
MSU-FG .D ill 26, 2:39
Second Quarter
MU-Pedro 12 run (Merrick kick), 13:40
MU-FG Merrick 35, 8:29
Third Quarter
MU-Pedro 3 run (kick failed), 7:32
Fourth Quarter
MU-Parker 32 run (Donnan run failed), 10:26
MU-Parker 20 run (Merrick kick), 7:59
MSU
MU
21
First Downs
12
278
Rushes-yards
128
109
Passing yards
62
25
Return yards
4
12-24
Comp-Att
7-21
5
Sacked-Yards lost
2
2-96
9-285
Punts
1-1
Fumbles-lost
1-0
2-10
Penalties
7-66

MSU golfers swing into action
The MSU golf team finished 11th in the 16 team Capital
Bank/ Bent Creek Clasic in Jackson, Mo. The following are the
MSU golfers' scores and their individual standings: 0. Jay
Lancaster, 154 (14th), Brian Henson, 154 (14th), Danny
Kerruish, 161 (46th), Paul Clements,162 {51st), and Dave
Jacobsen, 168 (73rd).
Murray's golf team is in action Friday and Saturday when
the team hosts the 14-team McDonald'a/MSU Intercollegiate.
Tee times are 8 a.m. Friday and 7:30a.m. Saturday at Miller
Memorial Golf Course.

MSU to host juco football
Georgia Military and Grand Rapids junior colleges will battle
each other in a football game today at Roy Stewart Stadium.
Kickoff time is 1 p.m.and MSU students are invited to attend the
free contest.

Baseball team to have fundralser
The MSU baseball team, along with former Seattle Mariner
second baseman Jack Peroonte, is hosting the first McMasters
Invitational golf tournament today at the Murray Country Club.
Perconte was a member of the MSU baseball team from 197376. While in the major leagues he played for the L.A. Dodgers,
Cleveland Indians, Seattle Mariners, and the Chicago White Sox.

BULL'S EVE
Tim Reed, a very daring maverick, attempts to stay alive on
this volatile ride at the Expo Center.

Cross country third at Little Rock
The MSU women's crosa country team competed in the Tiger
Invitatiorial at Audubon Park in Memphis, Tenn., on Sept. 10.
Rebecca Burnett finished first with a time of 11:52.20. Other
MSU finishers included: Melody Helgerson 8th, Charmaine
Thomas 9th, LaSenna Powell 12th, Lara French 20th, and
Phillis Jackson 21st.
Arkansas-Little Rock won the women's teant competition with
47 points, followed by Mississippi which finished one better than
MSU.

Week Two OVC Results
Austin Peay 28, Knoxville 19
Northeast Louisiana 40, Eastern Kentucky 14

This weeks games

Alabama-Birmingham 52, Morehead State 14

Western Kentucky at Austin Peay
Campbellsville at Middle Tennessee
West Virginia Tech at Morehead State

Marshall 29, Murray State 8
Sam Houston St. 40, Southeast Missouri 7
Tennessee-Martin 20, West Georgia 12

Bennett hired as Commissioner

J<!clulon State 24, Tennessee State 18

C. Thomas Bennett has been hired as Commissioner for the
Kentucky department of Fish and Wildlife Resources (KDFWR).

Tennessee tech 45, Lock Haven 14

INDIVIDUAL STATISTICS
Rushing- Murray, Mosby 11-30, Cox 5-26, McGowan 9-20,
Scarbough 5-19, McCann 3-13, Bland 3-8, Ross 1-2, Turner 2(-3), Rodney 4-(-22). Marshall, Parker 12-160, Pedro 16-33,
Thomas 3-20, Donnan 5-19, Colquitt 1-11, Chapman l-3,
Grose 1-l, O'Shea 1-(-9).
Passing- Murray, Mosby 7-18-1, Rodney 0-3-0. Marshall,
Donnan 12-24-1
Receiving- Murray, Shep~d 3-32, Hall2-12, Bland 1-11,
Cox 1-7. Marshall, Carter 5-47, Martin 3-34, Pedro 1-9,
Parker 1-5, Hill1-9, W. Brown 1-5.

Southeast Missouri at Murray State
Grambling State at Tennessee State
Tennessee Tech at Samford

CIASSIFIEDS
PERSONALS

PERSONALS

MURRAY STATE DRYIThe
ADS CLUB Is selling the
HottestT·shirtsoncampus!Get
yours today lor only 11$1 Con·
tact Gil Welsch@ 3173orKelly
or Kim @ 44 78.

Yahool Way to go, Pookie! 1
never doubted you and t•m so
happy! Love and loyalty, Your
sls·mom, Kelly.
GoAr&softballteam!Welove
you I

AXA would like to wish all fra·
ternities and sororities a suc·
cesslul Fall Rush lor 1993!
Remember, BUST is next
Thursday!
WTE. Brandee "D" Renea
Good Luck in Evansville. Go
Racers!C&H
To P.T. and the last lew Bros.,
the last lew weekends were
great. Next: Oct. 31 stl
WHOOP! Save the Hats and
Boots 24BUD! G·NAP.
Kerri Bates: Haayh! Come
ovah!llahvyaiHaayh!Ready?
Go Kerri! Go Kerri! Go! Go! Go!
Kerri! Love, Kelly Me.
Good luck to AOn softball
team! Play hard and have fun I
Love, Your Sisters.

PERSONALS

Hey AX.A, Alpha Gams are
ready to BUST!
Many thanks To Kelly Mcintire
and Usa Brown for an awe·
some sisterhood weekend.
Love, Your sisters In A foil.
Smitty, you're such a cool guy I
Love, You know who.
The sisters of AIA would like
to congratulate Tina Marie
Maderos and Marcy Reilly tor
being casted in 'Hansel and
Gretel'!
T ricia Richardson, keep swing·
lng that club! Your sisters In
A'f.A would like to congratulate
you on making the Womens
Golf team.

TheMurray

AIA softball team,keepupthe
good work! Your sisters are
behind you 100%1

Woo Wool t·m proud of you
just for being you . Love. Sunrise.

Wanted: Female to buy me
dinner, no fornication involved.
Feed me and I'll leave. Send
replies to Bobby at 2026 Uni·
versity Station, Murray, KY.
42071 .

Thanx Abbilox, You are a
presclous treasure from the
Lord'

Crackin' Up Mari<eting and
Advertising club presidents
living together!
Amy. please JUSt give me one
more chance my heart can't
breathe since you left me. 1
love you always. Your fallen
Angel.
Tiffany· Alpha Nerd! Do you
sleep in your Wai·Mart name
tag?·C.
Would a representative from
the AKA and 61:8 sororities
please contact Sean @ 44 78
Immediately! Thank you!

Hi Kelli, Praise God that your
my Iii' sister! Christa.
Someone to find who Drews
the garbage man.

HELP WANTED
Earn $500-$1 000 weekly stutl ·
ing envelopes. For details·
RUSH $1.00 with SASE to:
GROUP FIVE 57 Greentree
Drive, Suite 307 Dover, DE
19901.

Earn $2.500 & Free Spring
Br9ak Trips! Sell only 8 Trips &
You GO FREE! Best Trips &
Prices! Bahamas, Cancun.
Jamaica, Panama City! Great
Resume Experience! 1·800·
678..0386!

RATES

State

N e w sw.mMsu1o

1s~perword

HELP WANTED

NOTICE

GREEKS &CLUBS! RAISE UP
TO $1,000 IN JUST ONE
WEEKI For your fraternity, so rority & club. Plus $1,000 for
yourself! And a FREET ·SHIRT
justforcalllng. 1·800·932-0528,
ext. 75.

Organization pictures lor the
Shield yearbook are Septem·
ber 20·24 on the 3rd floor of
the Cllrrls Center. Contracts
must be in by September 17.
in order for p1cture to be made.
For more 1nfo call 762·4495.

CLUBS!STUDENTGROUPSI
Ra1se up to $500-$1600 in less
than a week. Plus win a trip to
MTV SPRING BREAK ·94 and
get a FREE T·SHIRT just lor
calllng. 1·800-950 -1039,ext65.

The Ads club w1!1 be meeting
this Tuesday at 4p.m. in Wilson
213!

PERSONALS

COLLEGE REP WANTED to
distribute "Student Rate" subscription cards at this campus.
Good Income. For Information
and applicatJon write to: COL·
LEG lATE MARKETINGSERV·
ICES. Box 1436 Mooresville,
NC 28115.

FOR SALE
Complete aquarlums;10 gallon $30, 10 gallon snake/lizard
tank with ~ccessories$20. Huffy
exercise bike $15. Nice bunk
bed ladder $5. Call 762-6154.

w,thoutMsuto . 20~perword

Over Twenty Words
W1th MSU ID 1oe per word
W•thout MSU I D. 1sc per word
NO ADS WILL .SE ACCEPTED OVER THE PHONE.
Ads may be mailed along with payment to:

CLASSIFIED AD POLICY
Deadline....•. Friday 2 p .m .
Hours; Monday and Wednesday 1-3 p.m.,
Friday 8:30·10:15 a.m.,Tuesday
and Thursday 2·4 p.m. Closed on weekends and
holidays.

Classlfleds Department,
The Murray State News, 2609 University Station
Murray, Kentucky 42071

The MSU Le sbian and Gay
Student Organi zat1on •a group
for gays, lesbians and their
friends. Weekly meetings and
other events. For more infor·
matlon call 762·4723 or write
campos box 2454 University
Station, Murray.

INDEX
PERSONAlS
ROOMMATES
BUSINESS
SERVICES
FOR RENT
FOR SAtE
HELP WAN"TEO
LOST & FOUND
RIDES
MISC.
I'IOTICE

The sisters of
Sigma Sigma Sigm
elcome all rushees
to attend a
'Luau-Sigma Style.'
Monday, Sept. 20 ·
at 7:30 p.m.

'
•
j

r
I

~ ~ /t4p_y81.L{
Specials Weekly
Convenient Drive-up Window
Same Day Service (in by 10 am.)
Shirts Same Day Service (in by 8 a.m.)
Alterations
Button Replacement
Saturday Dry Cleaning (in by 9 am.)

!Big 18 Cleaners
In front of WaJ-Mart

Monday - Friday 6:30 a.m. - 6 p.m. Saturday 6:30 a.m.- 2

753-9525

753-9525

753-9525

p.m.

753-9525

60 YEARS ON THE SQUARE
"A TASTE OF HOME COOKIN'"

104 So 5th St • Murray, KY 42071
(502) 753..1632

I
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KASSING
Continued from Page 1

Kurth said Kassing's
leaving was a loss to the
University, but a great career
opportunity for him.
"It will be a great loss to
me," he said. "I hired him
because our values and styles
of management are exactly
the same. However, he will
be working for a bigger
school."
Kassing said his last day
at the University will be
sometime in the last week of
October. His new position
begins Nov. 1.
Dr. James Booth, Provost
and Vice President of
Academic and Student
Affairs, said losing Kassing
is "a real significant loss.''

STUDENTS
Continued from Page 1

COMMITTEE

Booth said it is difficult to
find someone who can
manage all of the areas
Kassing does and do it as
well as he does.
"He understands the
academic mission of the
University," he said. "He
has been cooperative and
supportive in helping us
attain significant goals . in
academic and student
affairs.
"Personally,
I
have
enjoyed working with him
and he will be difficult to
replace."

September 17, 1993

Future Meetings

Continued from Page 1

Tuesday, Sept. 21

next president because
eventually, they will be
accountable for the decision.
"I am pro student," he said.
"We're in the people
business. We are answering
to students. We want to give
you the beat president
possible."
Sid Easley. chairman of
the search committee, said he
felt
the
committee
represented the campus
community well, with two of
the members being the
faculty and student regents.
"The
Board's
single
largest responsibilty is to
choose the president," he
said. "Sometimes when you

5 p.m. Staff Congress
7 p.m. Alumni Association,
regional teachers,
general public
Meetings will be held
tentatively in the Barkley
Room, Curris Center.
Graphic by HEATHER BEGLEY
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Continued from Page 1

should consider someone
with regional university
experience.
"You should give a lot of
thought to experience at a
regional institution," he
said. ''I'd like to work for a
leader with that kind of
experience."
Hughie Lawson, director of
the bachelors of independent
studies and with the Center
for Continuing Education,
agreed with Hunt.
"You should elevate

'17it sisters of

~(p& <Dtlttfl

experience at a Murray State
type institute to a high level,"
he said.
Phil Bryan, dean of
admissions,
said
the
president's experience should
go beyond administrative
experience.
"This person should have
experience with student
affairs and have dealt with
minorities' and womens'
problems.
Viola Miller, dean of the
Center for Continuing
Education,
said
the
University needs someone
who can represent it on the
political front.

fi

invite all rushees to attend our
informal rush party at the

A J1][1[

House
Wufnt..stfay, Sept. 22 at 6 p.m.

"Our attempt is to develop a
list of criteria that explains
what
the
University
community, that includes
students, faculty and staff,
want in a president," he
said. "We are also trying to
hear what the region wants.
This is a regional university
and we are trying to get a
regional set of criteria."

Kassing said Kurth will
identify an intermin vice
president who will fill his
position until the . next
University president hires a
new one.
create a group trying to
represent everyone, there is
no stopping point.
Nancey France, president
"We are going to all the of the Faculty Senate, said
campus constituencies to get the committee should have
Wlsh: ·List - - - their criteria for a campus been expanded to include
president."
Qualities the deans and
individuals who were not
Easley said he thinks the members of the Board of
students wan tin a new
committee will be very open Regents.
president
to suggestions.
"The bottom line is the
Brian Van Horn, student
• accessible
.,
Board
of Regents has full
regent, said he thought the and complete
power to hire
• effective communicator
selection committee was the .next president." she said.
• ·.stude~t .& faculty oriented
proportional to University
"It
should
be
the
standards.
• concerned about
responsibility
of
the
search
"I think I will represent the
·;:,,.;,;,(fninarity groups
to recommend to
community, not just the committee
.:f.
the Board who they should
students, " he said.
• enjoys job .
Van Horn said it seems hire.
· • familiarwittfc'ampus;and .
each constituency the
"I do understand and
comnwnity
~
committee has met with have appreciate their decision not
wanted basically the same to expand the committee, but I
• classroom &·'administrativ~
don't agree with it," she said.
things.
exper1ence

"When I think of Murray,
I think
it as being a
culture, " she said. "ln that
culture, there are subcultures. The president needs
to
be
someone
with
documented interests in these
sub-cultures."
Many of the students said
we need a Houston Nutt, head
coach of the football team, for
t he job of president. They
~<aid Nutt has energy and
;tlthough he is not from the
area, he still fits in and feels
at home.
One student said when "he
,.
communicates with students,
• 'understands
academic ..'· .
.
he communicates with
'---m·ss_io_n--:-~~~--=-'
everyone."
• Graphic by HEATHER BEGLEY
Shannon Barnhill, senior
journalism and political
involved with minorities.
science major from Gurley,
"I'm looking for someone
Ala., said she thought
interested
in minorities," he
students were looking for a ·
said. "Not just in starting
politician of so~.
new programs, but someone
"We want someone with a
who
is really concerned.
s parkle in their eye," she
said. "Someone with a firm Sometimes minorities think
h andshake who remembers the University isn't always
your name and who can go , in their best interest."
One student, who said he
back to their office and gdt
has been here during two
the job done."
Donald Diller, senior presidencies, thought it was
special education major from important for the president to
Cadiz, said he is looking for get along with the Board of
a president who , will get Regents.
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·-------------------------------Lil' Chicago Italian
Beef

pc:\1.:~/
Order of Fries with any purchase .
of any sandwich

759-1551
Next to Taco John's

No expiration

--------------------------------·

'Brenias
Beauty Salon
- 1'

753-4582

Uncle Jeff's Shopping Center

SHONE~
Chicken Dinners your choice: $ 5.99
Includes soup, salad and fruit bar
~Chicken Fillets: Crispier breaded chicken breast fillets fried to a
gQ!den brown. Served with_your dace of twO v~.
NIDY Italian Feast: A NEW crispier breaded chicken breast fried to a

golden brown and served with spaghetti and topped
wilh our own meal sauce.

MSU Students receive 10% off with 1.0.
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Sigma Sigma
Sigma

Welcome back MSU Students

-ifiJ!P'LiC'
Chicago
,.
Italian fJJeef
Specializing in ...

- Italian Beef
- Famous Chicago
- Gyros
Hot Dogs
- Mexican Bean Rolls
- Polish Sausage
- Beef I Sausage Combos

Monday - Saturiay 10 a.m. - 9 p.m.
Delivery available Monday- Friday 5:30 p.m.-8:30p.m.
Saturday 11 a.m.-1 p.m. $7 minimum
Central Shopping Center
• Next to Taco Johns

AXA
invites all sororities
to the

21st ANNUAL
WATERMELON BUST

to

Three days of events designed
have fun and raise money for the
Christian Children's Fund.

Events start at 6 p.m., Sept. 23,
at the AXA house.

759-1551

rrft.e Sisters of

.9L{plia Sigma
.9L{plia
are striving for another magical ·rush.
~MONDAY
Sept. 20 at 6 p.m~

Lambda Chi Alpha would like to thank their Bust Sponsors:
Zax Sports
T.j.'s Bar-B-Q
Dennison-Hunt
Dan's
Wolff's Tanning System
Mr. Gatti's
Papa John's

Mac's Restaurant
Bordertown
Big Apple
Body Elite
Paglias
Taco Bell
Sonic

